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Chapter I

BUILDING AN EMPIRICAL FOUNDATION

WITHIN THE LABORATORY

Good antitrust enforcement policy requires predictions
concerning oligopolistic behavior within the markets involved.
Yet , economics offers precious little, or actually too much
for help in predicting behavior within these oligopolies. We
are offered too many plausible theoretical models that are all
said to describe oligopolistic behavior, and some of these
models suggest widely different policy prescriptions from thc
others. Thc well-known causc of this situation is thc lack of
reliablc data that would allow us to separate the good perfor-
mcrs from the bad performcrs among these mod cis. As far as I
am aware , any empirical conclusion concerning oligopolies has
an associated group of rcputable economists that find the
conclusion unconvincing. Thc empirical foundation of oligopoly
theory is so weak that in almost 150 years of studying oligop-
oly markcts not one model has been rcjected by the economics

profession because its predictions were inconsistent with
observed bchavior in actual oligopoly markets. We want to
strengthen this cmpirical foundation.

In this study we examine market bcha vior within some
oligopolies constructed within thc laboratory, markcts con-
structed so we may tcst the relativc success or failure of thc
models economists have used to justify thcir antitrust policy
prescriptions. We shall dcterminc if any of thcsc general
models do, in fact , predict bchavior reasonably well for the
spccial cases offcrcd by our laboratory markcts. Our ultimate
claim will be that if any modcl performs poorly for thcsc
relatively simple and wcll-understood markcts , thcn wc should
not give thc reasons that gcncrate this model's predictions
much credence whcn applying thc model to thc more complcx and
less well-known markets actually cncountered in antitrust
enforcement.

Our. data appears to bc consistent with the earlicr labora-
tory data for the samc type of markct, but as we will see, it
suggests completely different findings concerning cquilibrium
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Investigating Oligopolies within the Laboratory

behavior. Earlier experimental studies tended to show near-
competitive prices, prices declining as the number of sellers
increases, and prices rising with the subjects' level of

experience. If we were to consider the market periods in
our data that correspond to those market periods analyzed in
these earlier studies , we would see similar results. Neverthe-
less , a change made in our markets, allowing them to continue
operating for many more market periods than in the previous
studies, seems to change our ultimate findings significantly.
We found it often took an extremely long time to reach an
equilibrium, and that disequilibrium behavior appeared much

different from the eventual equilibrium behavior. In equilib-
rium our markets tend to show near-monopolistic prices, no

change in price with the different number of sellers we used
and no change in price with changes in the subjects' level of
experience.

Laboratory Markets Can Help Build an Empirical Foundation
Necessary for Good Antitrust Enforcement

It seems the primary reason for the weak empirical founda-
tion of oligopoly theory is that the typical econometric study
must work under some tremendous limitations. Probably 

the most

important limitation is missing or inaccurate data. This is
the rule rather than the exception when studying naturally
occurring markets. Almost always there are no data for some

important variables. In a naturally occurring market
, the

values of many structural parameters are unobservable , even
while information on them is necessary to calculate the theo-
retical prediction. Common examples are a buyer s preferences

or several components of a sellers ' costs. The size of differ-
ent subjective elements of preferences or costs (e.

g. 

some

information costs or any premiums for risk) are almost never
available, yet they are often essential for evaluating a mar-
ket s performance. As evidence of the difficulty of assessing

costs in a litigation context, consider the common occurrenCe
of antitrust cases where neither side can even establish
whether observed prices were above or below any reasonable
measure of cost. And, in addition to the usual reasons for

missing or inaccurate data and the errors in measurement common

....



Building an Empirical Foundation within the Laboratory

to all sciences, data in economics often comes from a partici-
pant in the market who has an incentive to misrepresent these
data. To get some feeling for the potential impact of this
misrepresentation, consider the difficulty in determining
actual transactions prices in a market with sub rosa discount-
mg.

A second limitation of the typical econometric study is
that the market parameters of the relevant naturally occurring
markets are not those actually desired for the analysis. Most
importantly, not having the appropriate market parameters
increases the difficulty of making the ideal comparison , that

, a comparison betwcen two identical markets except for a
change in a single treatment variable. The analyst is forced
to make strong statistical assumptions just to be able to reach
any conclusions. Powerful statistical techniques, with the
strong statistical assumptions that accompany them , are often
utilized just to sort out the interactions of the many struc"
tural variables the analyst would like to have held constant in -
the first place. Also, without any control over the values
taken on by the market paramctcrs , the analyst is often faced
with data where variables only take on a very limited range of
values, a limitation which also increases the demands on the
statistical analysis. 

Another common limitation is that for the particular topic
under study there is only one relevant data set from naturally
occurring markets. This often seems to short circuit the ideal
sequence of generating a hypothesis, testing it against some
data, modifying the hypothesis, testing it against some new
data, and so on. All too often the new, modified hypotheses
are tested using the same da ta set as the earlier tests, a
procedure which corrupts any of the statistical conclusions.

Now consider how these difficulties can be eased if data
can be generated within a controlled, laboratory setting. We

create a laboratory market by giving real cash value to "paper
assets and providing rules for gaining these assets. The
values attached to these paper assets determine the values
taken on by different market parameters. Since we control the
cash awards , we have a procedure that allows us to induce the
charactcristics wc desire onto our subjects. If wc want thc
subject to prefcr outcome to outcomc we can award him fivc

" 0
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'estigating Oligopolies within the Laboratory

Jut only one dollar if occurs. As long
s five dollars to one , we can be relative-

to With the proper reward struc-
one subject with preferences identical to
some particular cost structure, or another
nces identical to those of some particular

-- -
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over the market parameters, problems of
data concerning our market parameters are
oncern. And , as da ta on the choices made
ket participants are easy to keep track of

in the laboratory, we don t expect problems of missing or
inaccurate data of any type.

Having control over the market parameters gives the experi-
menter the opportunity to analyze just those markets desired

for the crucial test. This control allows him to make statis-
tical tests that are clean and simple, unlike those typically

employed in the usual econometric study. To determine the
effect of a particular structural variable , an experimenter can
directly compare data from a test market and a control market
two markets which are identical to each other except for the
desired change in the treatment variable.

The experimenter also has the opportunity to replicate any
laboratory markets , an important feature which allows him to
test any new , modified hypotheses as he should , with a new data
set. In addition to allowing the experimenter to build on his

own work , replication also allows others to check and modify
his work in ways that would not be possible without a new data
set. One also need not fear , at least as much , the possibilty
of ending with the weak conclusion that no hypothesis is rejec-
ted. One can always construct a richer data set by running
more replications of markets with the same market parameters.

These advantages of experimental methods are most fully
exploited when evaluating and developing theories of economic
behavior. While one approach , the one followed in most conven-
tional empirical work , is to generate mountains of empirical
data with the intention of supporting a particular theory, the

1. Smith (1976a) provides a full diaCUllion of the theory of induced values.
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Previous Experiments with Similar Oligopolies

Building an Empirical Foundation within the Laboratory

most efficient use of the experimental methodology is to devel-
op data that leads you to reject a theory. If a supposedly
general theory is inadequate for explaining behavior in the
simple special case provided by the experimental market , we can
reject the theory as being applicable generally. As a result
the reasons used to support such a theory become suspect 
applications to markets in which policy decisions must be made.

In theory the chief disadvantage of using laboratory mar-

kets, at least for some purposes, is the possibility these
markets may not ha ve any good parallels within naturally occur-
ring markets. By design , laboratory markets are simplified to
contain only those features from naturally occurring markets

thought to be most important for determining market behavior.
The possibility exists that some important features have been
left out. This same problem, of course, exists with our
theories, which have been simplified in the same fashion.
Thus, if the laboratory markets are used to test theories, th;'
simplicity is not a disadvantage but another advantage. In
practice the chief disadvantage of using laboratory markets is
their expense , both in time and money. The experiments to be
run have to be carefully chosen to keep the expense down.

Before examining the structure of our laboratory markets in
detail, we will consider the general outline of some findings
from other laboratory markets which were similar to those to be
examined here. While this is not the place for a complete
survey of this work 2 some of the more important themes of it
are presented.

The structure of the first laboratory markets led Vernon
L. Smith, and later some others, to systematically examine
behavior in several types of auctions.s Enough data have been

2. Plott (1982) provides a good 8urvey of laboratory experiments that were
conduded to examine topics in industrial organization.
S. Chamberlin (1948) was the firet to construct laboratory markets for

experiments in economics. These fint laboratory marketB were auctions 8ome-
what similar to the markets on the New York Stock Exchange. Since then Smith
and others have examined many different auction institutions, auctions which

1I!
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within the Laboratory

QW provide an appro-

s of many other types
this work , a finding

: to any experimental-
iictions for this type

here both buyers and
he " large" number of
:titi ve model to apply
the data from these

pproached very Quick-
'eriods. As for other

-- - . -- - . -- - 

: slowly to the compe-
titive outcome or from a different direction, but for all of

them the competitive model is , at least from some perspectives
surprisingly accurate. The data from these auctions , especial-
ly the double auctions , provide the experimental benchmark of
efficient , competitive behavior.

F. Williams (1973) was the first experimenter to explicitly
use a posted-offer institution, one where sellers post their
prices and Quantities at the beginning of a trading period and
buyers respond on a take- it-or- Ieave- it basis. He attempted to
study only the effect of having multi-unit supply and demand
schedules , rather than the single unit "schedules" commonly
used in earlier auctions , but his data were contaminated with
another change he made in the market environment , one that he
felt wouldn t have a major effect. He changed the institution-
al environment by constructing a posted-offer market instead of
an auction. The data from his study and later o'1es by Plott
and Smith (1982), Hong and Plott (1982), and Ketcham, Smith
and Wiliams (1984) amply demonstrate this was not a minor
change.

Within the laboratory markets reported on in these studies
posted-offer prices were usually seen to be higher than those

..:.

have had a wide variety or different parameter values (over a thou8and differ
ent auctions have been run .inee this environment was computericed at the
University of Ariwna). Some or this work is reported by Smith (1962, 1964
1967, l076b. 1981); Plott and Smith (1978); Coppinger, Smith, and Titus (1980);

Cox, Roberaon, and Smith (1082); and Smith, Wiliams, and Bratton (1982)i
Isaac , Ramey, and Wilianu (1984.); and Ketcham , Smith, and WillarI (19S4).



Building an Empirical Foundation within the Laboratory

observed in an otherwise identical double auction. Along with
the higher prices , these posted-offer markets were seen to be
less efficient than the comparable double auctions. In these
data , posted-offer markets were seen to converge much more
slowly to a competitive equilibrium than an otherwise equiva-

lent double auction, or possibly not at all. In addition
these markets had buyers who quickly acted as if they were
perfectly competitive. This implies any inefficiencies within
these markets must have been due to the sellers ' behavior and
not the buyers . After examining these markets, one finds
market behavior can be very sensitive to changes in the insti-
tutional environment , a conclusion drawn within many different
contexts within different experimental studies. Even seemingly
small changes in the institutional environment can significant-
ly change market performance. Because of this conclusion , we
shall almost exclusively confine our attention to oligopolies
using a posted-offer institution , which is the institution used
in our laboratory markets.

While it need not have been so, it appears the behavior
observed in the classic set of price-setting experiments 
Fouraker and Siegel (1963) can be interpreted as if it occurred
within a posted-offer institution. These markets constructed
by Fouraker and Siegel had a structure that differed from that
of a posted-offer market , as traders did not have to make the
same decisions as in a posted-offer market. Sellers chose only
the prices rather than both the prices and the quantities
offered to the market , and the buyers ' behavior was simulated
rather than having human decisionmakers choosing the quantities
to purchase. Nevertheless, since it appears buyers typically
do act competitively and sellers typically do offer large
quantities within a large class of posted-offer markets, it is
not unexpected that behavior appears to be similar within these
two different markets.

This path breaking work by Fouraker and Siegel has provided
us with many experimental procedures commonly used today. One
of the most important was their use of cash awards to induce
the desired preferences on their subjects. Another was the use
of repeating market periods which all had the same structure
so one could observe behavior that had stabilized and had
reached an equilibrium , in some operational sense.

".. --, ",.



vestigating Oligopolies within the Laboratory

:xamined within the Fouraker and Siegel
oents concerns the information available to
hey had to make a decision. Markets were
lete information , where each seller knew the
lers, to those with private information
s own profits were known to him and not
With private information they observed

)ehavior (i. e. the Nash equilibrium outcome
ut with complete information they saw more
perative" outcomes. Similar findings have
I experimental studies that have followed
ecification of the information made avail-
shall be re-examined in the next chapter.
primary concern with an oligopoly is deter-
:onditions that are likely to lead to reduced
er and Siegel provided an early look at this

when they varied the number of sellers , a factor often felt to
influence the extent of any .barm from an oligopoly. They
compared the market behavior in some duopoly markets to that in
otherwise identical triopolies. While the data from their
price-setting experiments show duopolies with higher average
prices than the triopolies, one striking observation is how
close all prices are to the competitive price. These data
provide little evidence that even a very small number of sel-
lers can tacitly collude effectively and earn monopoly profits.

One experimental benchmark to measure against the behavior
in an oligopoly, in addition to the competitive behavior obser-
ved within a double auction , is the behavior observed within a
monopoly. Smith (1981) provides the data for this mtmopolistic
benchmark with his study of monopoly markets operating under
different institutions. As with other markets , the most useful
comparison is between the double-auction form of the market and
the otherwise identical posted-offer markets. When a posted-
offer institution was used, we see a few periods where subjects
appear to be sampling the market demand (the subjects have no
demand information initially), followed by the repeated choice
of the monopoly price. The monopoly model appears to work very
well for this market. On the other hand, we see quite differ-
ent belravior in a double auction. It appears buyers sometimes
strategically withhold demand within a double auction, so a

"'-
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Building an Empirical Foundation within the Laboratory

monopoly price is difficult to maintain. In many periods we
see prices all the way down to the competitive level. These
data suggest, at the least, that many periods of trading are
necessary within this institution. before the inefficiencies
expected from the monopoly outcome are achieved. Similar
results are rcported by Isaac , Ramey, and Williams (1984).

After obscrving thc monopoly outcomcs , a natural next stcp
is to observe bchavior within some oligopolics whcrc thcre are
opportunities for explicit collusion. This step was taken by
Isaac, Ramey, and Williams (1984) in their study comparing thc
following six types of markcts: doublc-auction monopoly,
double-auction oligopoly without conspiracy, double-auction
oligopoly with conspiracy, posted-offer monopoly, posted-offcr
oligopoly without conspiracy, and posted-offer oligopoly with

conspiracy. In the data for thcsc markets , they scc the oppor-
tunities for conspiracy leading to higher prices, but priccs
still below the monopoly levcl. Again, prices in postcd-offcr

markets wcre seen to be higher than thosc in othcrwise idcnti-
cal double auctions.

The ncxt natural step is to observc posted-offcr oligop-
olics where only tacit collusion is possiblc, markcts where thc
only means of communication bctwcen rivals is with actual price
and quantity choiccs. This is the area where the bulk of
cxperimental work is to be expected , since undcr at least a
varicty of the still unspecificd market conditions, this is

wherc different economists' prcdictions typically differ. 
mentioned carlier, Fourakcr and Siegel (1963) prcsent data
whcre triopolies yield lowcr prices than duopolies, but both
arc near thc .compctitivc level. Murphy (1966) presents data
from similar markets , but ones whcrc scllcrs could make losses
and markets wcrc run for more pcriods than previously (i.e. 24
timc periods versus 14 time pcriods). These markets yielded
more "coopcrative" behavior , espccially as thc numbcr of thc
trading period increased.

Stoecker (1980) reports on similar oligopoly markcts, but
ones where subjects oftcn had a great deal of expcricncc in his
market cnvironment. Morc cooperative behavior is observed in
these markets whcn compared to thc bcha vior obscrvcd in
prcvious postcd-offcr oligopolies, cspecially with cxpcricnccd
subjects. Also, these markets show subjects with previous
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Investigating Oligopolies within the Laboratory

cxpcricnce of successfully colluding wcrc morc likely to col-
lude successfully than those subjects without this cxpericncc.

It was also notcd in thesc markets, instcad of priccs conver-

ging gradually to somc equilibrium pricc , priccs oftcn changcd
with big jumps. And finally, as beforc, if thc numbcr 
scllcrs was incrcased , priccs bccame closer to thc compctitive
levcl.

Kctcham , Smith , and Williams (1984) rcport on oligopoly
markcts that usc eithcr thc posted-offcr institution or arc

doublc auctions. Thcy also observc priccs in postcd-offcr
markcts that tend to be highcr than thosc in double auctions

but still fairly closc to thc compctitive price, as averagc
prices ovcr all markcts arc closer to thc competitivc price
than to other alternativcs, such as, say, thc Cournot price.
Their rcsults seem much more likc thc near-competitivc results
of Fourakcr and Sicgel, rathcr than the more "cooperative
results described by Murphy and Stoecker.

- Overview

This report describes the progrcss to datc on a projcct to
study oligopoly markcts within the laboratory. The purpose of
the project is to expand thc empirical basc in dircctions
suitablc for testing the oligopoly models used to justify
antitrust policy. We will proceed as if nothing has becn well

cstablished for thcsc markets. Wc will start with the simplcst
oligopoly markcts wc can imagine, and thcn build up incrcmcnt-
ally to add more fcaturcs commonly found in naturally occurring
oligopoly markets. As thc usc of laboratory cxperiments is
relativcly ncw to cconomics, there will be a fair amount of
attcntion paid to cxperimcntal design and analysis.

Therc arc sevcral distinguishing fcaturcs of this study
whcn it is comparcd to similar studics presented previously in
the literature. First , our markets can be run much fastcr than
prcvious laboratory markcts. Our markets allow thc subjects 
much timc as thcy wish to make their decisions , but each markct
period can run almost as fast as thc subjects can makc their
choices. This cxtra speed allows us to continuc opcrating our

markets until observcd behavior stabilizcs and all subjccts

continue making similar choices repeatedly. Our cxtra spccd

, 'R 'i ' , -1'
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Building an Empirical Foundation within the Laboratory

comes from both computerizing the market environment and simu-
lating the buyers ' behavior.

Second , an attempt was made to start with markets that
would be the easiest to analyze among those having the same
market structure as some interesting, naturally occurring
markets. Each market consists of a sequence of market periods
where every market period has a structure that is independent
of any other market period. There are no stochastic elements
in the structure. Each market uses the relatively simple
posted-offer institution. All goods are, in effect, homogen-

eous and made to order.
And finally, some emphasis has been placed on the form of

formal statistical tests that would most effectively describe
and test our resulting data. In many previous experimental
studies , this would almost be considered a luxury because of
the number of data points involved, but with the design used

here markets can be replicated relatively cheaply, and as a
result a fair amount of data has been generated.

Much of the progress to date should ha ve its biggest impact
on what wil be felt to be appropriate experimental technique
and analysis for future studies such as this. After setting
the ground work , describing our market environment in detail in
Chapter II and then describing the oligopoly models we wish to
test in Chapter III, we find the first chapter describing some
of our experimental results , Chapter IV , is entirely devoted to
examining the effect of one common procedure of previous exper-
iments, that is , using all experimental data available to test
different equilibrium models , including some from markets which
had not reached an equilibrium. A substantial amount of evi-
dence is presented which indicates , for our markets at least
using disequilibrium data produces misleading results for some
tests of our equilibrium models , and actually discarding dis-
equilibrium data would have led to superior estimates of equi-
librium behavior.

. The following chapter, Chapter V , describes the results of
some direct tests of our oligopoly models. We test whether the
centers of our observed distributions provide unbiased esti-
mates of our equilibrium predictions , and whether the behavior
in our oligopolies could be the same as for our monopolies. 
also examine the effect on equilibrium behavior of changing the
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Investigating Oligopolies within the Laboratory

cost of scarching for market demand information , thc numbcr of
scllers, thc opportunity cost of not sclling, diffcrent experi-
ence levels for the subjects, and the information lag about ri-
vals ' choices. Some emphasis is placed on examining designs
and statistical tests that are likely to exploit the advantages
of controlled experiments using laboratory markets. The last
chapter draws together and summarizes our results, and it
presents somc ideas for future work suggested by our results.

Morc dctail about our markcts is provided in several appen-
dices. The first provides representativc instructions given to
the subjects , the second providcs a summary of our equilibrium
data, the third presents graphs of the price histories of all
markets , and the fourth providcs a complete description of our
market parameters along with a complete description of the
market outcomes for sclected periods.
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OUR MARKET ENVIRONMENT

The bulk of this chapter is a detailcd discussion of the
structural features induced upon our laboratory markets. The
flexibility possible from our computerized laboratory environ-
ment , an environment available now for future oligopoly exper-
iments , is also discussed.

Basic structural features of our markets, including the
market institution itself, were chosen by trying to apply the
following principles: (I) Create markets with the simplest
structure possible among those that can be described by our
standard oligopoly models. This would allow the cleanest tests
of these standard theories, giving us the best opportunity to
reach strong conclusions. (2) Choose the same institution as
in some interesting, naturally occurring market. Each deci-
sionmaker in the naturally occurring market should have an
associated decisionmaker in the laboratory market that makes

the same type of decisions as in this naturally occurring mar-
ket. This would lessen the possibility that behavior observed
in our laboratory markets is unlike behavior in some naturally

occurring markets of interest. (3) Choose features used 
previous experimental studies. This would allow the cleanest
comparisons with earlier experimental data.

Following these principles, we consider only oligopoly
markets for a homogeneous product. We consider only markets
within a posted-offer institution where sellers post their
prices and quantities and buyers respond on a take- it-or- leave-
it basis. We consider only markets without any stochastic
elements in their structure -. there is no uncertainty, except
for that stemming from a rival's choices. We consider only
markets with no potential entrants. We consider only markets
where demand and costs in one period are independent from other
periods , markets where the structure of each period is the same
as another.

These choices are largely consistent with the principles
given above. Many experimental markets have been motivated by
the desire to understand oligopoly markets. The posted-offer
institution is commonly used in eCQfiomic experiments, is the
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Investigating Oligopolies within the Laboratory

dominant institution within naturally occurring retail markets
(especially where managers have been removed from the final
sale of any goods), and has a very simple structure when com-
pared to some alternatives (say, some types of auctions). We
do not consider the complexities due to differentiated prod-
ucts; technical uncertainty; entry; or changes in cost or
demand due to inventories, advertising, search, learning the

technology, R&D , or the depletion of a natural resource. 
remain in markets where the existence of theoretical equilibria
is not an issue (unlike some markets where goods are produced
before they are offered for sale).

One choice concerning our markets' basic structural fea-
tures violated one of these principles. The choice was made to
simulate the buyers ' behavior even though naturally occurring
markets have humans, not computers, for buyers. This one

exception shall be addressed in some detail later in this
chapter.

Our Laboratory Markets as Viewed by Our Subjects

.r IIn. n .

Now we will consider the structure of our laboratory mar-
kets as viewed by our subjects. All of our laboratory markets
operated within the PLATO computer lab at the University of
Arizona. The subjects , University of Arizona students , entered
the lab and received $3.00 for keeping the previously-made

appointment. Subjects were seated randomly in front of indi-
vidual , separated terminals and were logged into the program
that controlled the instructions and the operation of our
markets. The instructions explained the operation of our
markets and included some practice trading periods as a part of
them. As experienced subjects discovered, the instructions
were tailored somewhat to the type of market to be run in that
session. Representative instructions, instructions that would
have been presented to the subjects on a terminal, are given in
the first appendix.

Within the instructions each subject learned the computer
was used to store and control the relevant market information.
The instructions did not explain the fact that the computer
was also used to simulate the buyers ' behavior and calculate
the market outcomes given the subjects ' decisions. Observant
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Our Market Environment

subjects would see that all interactions with other subjects
during the experimental session were limited to those using the
terminal. There was no direct communication between any of the
subjects.

The subjects learned the market was a sequence of market
periods , and the screen display they faced most often within
each period was like the one given in Figure 2. 1. The decision
box at the top of the display indicated the decisions that had

to be en tered for each time period. Each seller had to en ter
the price he would charge for his fictitious good , the quantity
he would offer to the market, and the quantity he expected to
sell given the previous choices. The remainder of thc display
indicated the information available to the seller before these
decisions had to be made.

Each seller was given information on his own costs and on
the market history. Cost information could have been obtained

directly by touching the cost box (the PLATO terminals used had
touch sensitive screens). This took the seller to another dis-
play that gave a graph of the cost function and allowed queries
about the total cost for specified quantities. Cost informa-
tion could also have been obtained indirectly when the expected
profit was shown to the scller. Once thc expected quantity
sold was entercd , thc computer calculated this expected profit
by taking the revenue and subtracting the costs for this quan-
tity. The market history was given in the table in the center
of the display and also in graphical form, if the subject
pressed the graphed history box.

In some treatments , cxplicit market demand information was
available, but in most it was not. If it was available, a
seller could access it by pressing a "market survey" box , which
would thcn take him to a new display on his terminal. This
display gave a graph of the market demand function , and , for
those subjects that might feel uncomfortable with a graph , it
also gave the same information in a repeatable query at the
bottom of the display that would allow the seller to determine
directly the total quantity buyers wished to purchased at any
price.

In fTost markets , the entire market history was made avail-
able to each scller immediately at the beginning of each time
period. For these markets, all past prices and quantities

i .
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Our Market Environment

offered , and the resulting quantities sold were common know-
ledge. In other markets , the rivals ' market history was given
to a seller only after a lag of 101 (an arbitrarily-chosen
large number of) time periods. In these markets each seller
saw only the consequences of his rivals' actions, and could
only indirectly infer what those actions might have been. In
all markets , each seller had access to his own market history
plus the profits he earned each period. The profits actually
earned by a rival (and his costs) always remained private
information. as this information was never revealed to a
seller.

While seeing this display, new choices could have been en-
tered at any time prior to confirming them. (The expected
profit was updated with each new entry, so that the subject had
the opportunity to consider the possible effect of different

alternative choices.) Choices were made final by touching the
decision box twice to confirm them. After all subjects had
made their decisions, each seller went to the next period
going to this same display but updated for the next trading
period.

The Induced Preferences of Each Seller

The subjects ' characteristics within each market period
were induced onto them by the profit structure of our experi-
mental markets, and the profits earned by the subjects were
paid to them in cash. The profit structures used were intended
to give our subjects the same incentives as sellers in
oligopoly markets that share the following revenue and cost
functions.

The revenue function we use herc is a tunction which de-
scribes the revenue earned by each seller for any feasible
choices that could be made by the sellers. Once all prices and
all quantities offered to the market by the sellers are given
the value of this revenue function is determined by the buyers
responses to these choices. As mentioned previously, in our
markets no subjects were actually acting as buyers, but the
buyers . behavior was simulated to follow that of perfectly
competitive buyers. In effect , the buyers could purchase the
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amounts they wished to purchase at the offered prices , up to
the quantities offered for sale.

The choices entered for our buyers, choices which deter-
mined the quantities actually sold , were themselves determined
by the market demand function and the rationing rule used to
specify the market outcome for choices where markets would not
clear automatically.l The market demand function of each of
our experimental markets was linear. The market demand func-
tion shared by most of our markets gives us a line intersecting
the points (0 units , $1.48) and (12 units, $1.00).

2 The ra-
tioning rule was incorporated implicitly, along with this
market demand function , within the individual sellers ' demand
functions. For our duopoly markets , the amount demanded from
an individual firm was calculated in the following way: if the
firm was offering the lowest price , it faced the entire market
demand; if both firms were offering the same price , then market
demand was split in the sam!; proportions as the amounts offered
for sale; if the firm was offering a price higher than its
rival, then it received any unsatisfied demand, under the
assumption buyers with higher reservation prices purchased
first. Similar calculations were made for markets with more
than two sellers.

For most markets, each seller s cost function gave him a
constant marginal cost of $1.00 , up to a maximum capacity of 12
units, an amount which would cover any demand from this mar-
ket. The quantity actually produced and sold by any firm
(i. e. the amount that determined the total cost) was either the
quantity demanded from the firm or the quantity offered , which-
ever was smaller. Thus , sellers were assessed the costs only

1. After an economi.t' initial theoretical training, where all model.
quickly aalume markeh wil clear &utomaticaJiy I many of UII do not leem to
think naturally of the un of B. rationing rule. Neverthelell, in our markets
many price and quanUty choice. Wllfe feuible where markets would not clear
automatically and a rule was needed to determine the. finrU outcome. See AIger
(1979) or Shubik (1980) for game- theoretic oligopoly model. that require the
UN of a rationing rule.
2. Some markets had . market demand function and marginal co.t (unction.

that were .hitted by a conltant , 10 the market parameter' would be lomewhat
di.guind for experienced lubjech. A few market., ones which wil be identi-
fied when their data are finto introduced , had market demand functioos with 1/2
the slope of our Itandard.
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Our Market Environment

for those units they sold, and not those that were offered to
the market but were unsold. Because costs were assessed in
this way, we say the goods were made to order in our markets.

Also , for both the revenue function and the cost function
for each seller , there was an additional requirement that the
goods in these markets could only be produced and sold in
integral amounts.

Now, if a static model adequately predicts equilibrium
behavior in our markets, the only relevant characteristics for
each seller are those described above concerning the revenue
and the cost functions. However , if a dynamic model is some-
times necessary, other characteristics, those that tie the
market periods together for each subject, will sometimes be
essential. Equilibrium behavior would then sometimes depend
upon personal characteristics for the subject that allow him to
use information concerning earlier periods. say, discount
factors used to calculate the discounted value of a stream of
rewards. Since all payments were made at the same time , we
would not have the usual discount factor based upon the passage
of time , but there would be an implicit discount factor incor-
porating the probability of participating in a future market
period. Unfortunately for us, these discount factors are
uncontrolled and unobservable within our experiments. We will
have to watch for this.

Terminating Our Markets

The only remaining feature of our market environment that
needs to be discussed is the rule used to terminate each mar-
ket. As the primary purpose of this research is to test equi-
librium models, two alternative rules for terminating the
experimental markets suggested themselves. One was to run each

market a fixed number of time periods or until a fixed real
time limit w s met, and later screen out the data from those
markets that did not satisfy an operational definition of an
equilibrium. Another was to terminate the operation of any
market as soon as such a definition was satisfied. With this
approach we would be assuming that if the market had continued
operating, this same "equilibrium" behavior would have been
observed indefinitely. To reduce any potential bias from the
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Investigating Oligopolies within the Laboratory

termination rule and , it was hoped , to reduce the amount of
subject payments needed to generate a given amount of useful
data the second approach was used whenever possible.

To have been able to test if an equilibrium had been
reached, an operational definition of an equilibrium was need-
ed. Our ideal would be a definition that indicated when each
buyer and seller would repeatedly make the same choices after
being given sufficient experience within the same decision-
making environment. Unfortunately, such a standard could
never be guaranteed since, obviously, an infinite number of
trials could never be observed. This mcans an operational
definition bascd upon actual choiccs could only be an approxi-

mation , and inherently some elements of it would have to be
rather arbitrary. Such a definition requires two choices , one
on the number of time periods the same behavior would need to
be observed before the experimenter would assume it would last
indefinitely, and another on a measure of how close market
choices would have to be before they would be considered the
same." OUf choices are incorporated into our measures of a
variation" in behavior, which are both the largest deviation
in profits over the last five periods and the largest deviation

in profits over the last ten periods.

J.if

3. An approach that discards outcomes that have not reached equilibrium
before some rLXed number of time periods or before aome real time limit has
been reached could potentially create aome bias in the data. A biu might be

introduced u the discarded muketB might yield different equiJibria. than those
markeh whole data are kept. Thill might happen, for exampl.e, if "noncoopera-
tive" subject. typically have an extremely long disequilbrium period and then
reach an equilibrium with relatively low prices and profit.. In this caae
we would be ayatematically eliminating low profi equilbria.

". 

Quitting only after an equilbrium haa been reached reduce. the number
and thue the expeneell , for thOlle markete which do not reach an equilibrium , and
it reduces the expenllee for thoBe market periods after the market has been

shown to be in equilbrium and this behavior is just ma.intained. This proce-
dure may aleo decreaee the number of markets run per doUar spent , reducing the
number of quickly achieved equilbria. The overall effect could go in either
direction, but I expect this procedure would produce more Ullable data for lesll.
6. This type of meuure for ch&ngell in behavior is not appropriate if either

a cyclic pattern i8 followed or some strategies are not fully reealed, 8uch 88
with mix.d strategies or adions that depend upon some previous actions. Using
roBing averagee of profits over . eay, ten periode might be an improvement with
cyclic patterns &nd mixed strategies , but for our markets it turned out that
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Our Market Environment

An alternative approach for constructing an operational
definition of an equilibrium , one that was also used in this
study, was to have each subject demonstrate that, in some
sense, he had some understanding of the consequences of his
choices. If each subject demonstrated this understanding 
would have some assurance that each subject' s future choices
would remain unchanged. To be able to calculate our measure of
this "understanding," each subject was asked to enter, along
with his market decisions, the quantity he expected to sell
given his market decisions. The subject s "understanding" was
then measured by the difference from the expected profit im-
plied by this entry and the actual profit. If over five or ten

periods there was no difference between the expected profit and
the actual profit , a certain amount of understanding seems to
have been demonstrated. Less weight was intended to be put on
this second criterion because each subject's response on the
expected quantity sold , necessary to calculate this difference
was not well-motivated (i. e. it did not affect the cash re-
ward). Nevertheless , it was thought this measure might have
been useful if behavior did not appear to have stabilized after
very many periods , but in fact a subtler stabilized pattern had
dcveloped.

In any event , most of our markets were terminated only when
all of our different measures indicated an equilibrium had been
reached. Most of our markets were terminated only if the sub-
jects exhibited some constancy of behavior across time periods
by having zero deviation in profits for at least five periods
(usually ten periods) or if an obvious cyclic pattern devel-
oped. Also , most of our markets were terminated only if the
subjects had shown some understanding of the market by having
no difference between expectcd profit and actual profit over
at least five time periods (and usually ten periods). In some

of our markets these criteria were not satisfied at termina-
tion , but were stopped because a two and a half hour time limit
for the computer lab had been passed.

c.hanging theBe meaaurell in this way would not have changed when any markeh
would have been ter-inated. I am not Bure what criterion would be moat u8eful
for atrategie8 where actions depend upon the previous history of the market.
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The use of our termination rule means some of the experi-
mental markets could continue , as some did, for very many
periods. Allowing for a larger number of time periods meant
either the length of the sessions had to increase or the real

time needed for each market period had to decrease. Increasing

the length of the sessions is difficult since fewer students
are willing to participate beyond three hour intervals, and
running a market across several days is not desirable because
any communication among subjects within this break in the
session is uncontrolled. The alternative approach was taken
and the amount of time necessary to operate each market period
was drastically shortened. This was done by simulating the
behavior of the buyers, so that in effect the buyers ' choices
were made instantaneously. (An added benefit of simulating the
buyers ' behavior was the large decrease in subject payments , as
no buyers needed to be paid.) The cost of doing this is the
possibility that actual buyers might not behave as if they were
perfect competitors, as assumed , and the sellers might react
differently because of it. Fortunately, this cost now seems
acceptable as data from previous experimental markets suggest
that in this market environment the buyers do act competitive-
ly, even with a relatively small number of them.

The termination rule used fOr our markets were not revealed
to the subjects. The intention was to minimize end effects
similar to those noted by Stoecker (1980), by creating a set-
ting where the conditional probability of playing more time
periods past the current time period would always be high. An
infinite horizon model that would describe such a setting
would have, then , relatively low discount factors for future
periods.7 With the small amount of time needed for each market

6. The data conaidered in Ketcham, Smith , and Wiliams (1984) and Isaac
Ramey, and Willal1 (1984.) seem to 8uggest that in markets similar to oure,
even a relatively amall number oC buyers quickly develop the behavior of per-
fect competitors. If thi. is not felt to be convincing,- then one would want to
apply any findingl from our markets only to thole markets with very many buy-

, where the buyen would almoet certainly act competitively.
7. W, certainly intended to avoid the repeated-play fixed-horizon game

described in Luce and Raiffa (1967) (pp. 97-102), where the equilbrium theory
predicta "cooperative" outcomes would unravel with a now-familar backwards
induction argument.
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Our Market Environment

period in our laboratory markets, it's felt we have a reason-
able implementation of these goals.

This completes the discussion of the market structure of

our laboratory markets.

The Flexibility of Our Laboratory Environment
for Future Experiments

The computer program controlling our market environment
offers a fair amount of flexibility that could be used in other
future experiments. While creating the program was difficult
(no one should ask me soon to try something on this scale), it
is now available for othcr similar experiments , so they might
be done relatively chcaply.

The program allows Quite a variety of oligopoly markets to
be run. There may be anywhere from one to sixteen firms in
each market. The costs in each market period may take on any
form. These costs may be entered individually for each unit
if the largest Quantities involved are relatively small, or
they may be entered using an analytical function. Any specifi-
cation of fixed and marginal costs can be made within the
restriction that all Quantities produced must be in integral
amounts.

The buyers ' bchavior is always simulated to follow that of
a perfectly competitive buyer, but still, the overall market
demand function and the rationing rule can be varied. Any
market demand function can be entered given the restriction of
integral Quantities. Reservation prices (i. e. the inverse of
the market demand) can be entered individually, if the maximum
Quantity demanded is relatively small, or with an analytical
function. The rationing rule, a rule necessary to define the
outcome when non-market-clearing choices are made , could take
on any form that specifies a fixed ordering (possibly stochas-
tic) of the "buyers" associated with each reservation price.
This specified Queue is then used to order the "buyers" so we
can determine who is involved in which sales.

A paramcter is available to shift all marginal cost and
demand schedules so market conditions can besomewhatdisguised
for any experienced subjects. A lump-sum payment to be earned
upon entering a market can be specified for each market.

",if
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The information available to the subjects before they must
make their decisions can be varied in several ways. Market
demand information can be given to the subjects freely or com-
pletely withheld , so it could only be learned from experience.
Direct information on the rivals ' choices can be given to a
subject after any specified number of time periods following
the decisions.

Several markets can be run simultaneously, a large number
of them if multi-site experiments are run. These markets can
be run in two forms, one called the dynamic form and the other
the static form. The dynamic form is the market environment
typically considered in economics, one where the same sellers
meet each other repeatedly in successive market periods. It is
called "dynamic" because , at least in some models, a seller
beha vior may depend upon the past beha vior of some rivals. The

alternative static form has several identical markets running
&imultaneously and subjects are randomly re-assigned to differ-
ent markets at the beginning of each market period. This form
is intended to approximate an environment where in each market
period each subject faces new rivals , making it impossible 
choose behavior conditional on the current rivals' past beha-
vior since this previous behavior is unknown.

This program also allows a choice among several, related
market institutions. All of these institutions have the sel-

lers post their prices and have the buyers respond on a take-
it-or- leave- it basis. They vary on when the quantities pro-
duced are determined and when these quantity choices are known
to rivals. We are examining markets where the goods are made
to order. The quantities produced are determined after each
individual firms ' demand is known, so there are no unsold

units. Another alternative is to determine the quantity to
produce before it is offered for sale , as in the typical market
fnr nv m nllr tured oroduct. A third alternative, not fully

determine the quantity to
ale , and have all quantity
e price choices are made.
:re may be some goods pro-
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Chapter III

OLIGOPOLY MODELS TO TEST

This chapter describes the models, with their associated

predictions , that we will compare against our laboratory data.
We first consider two models, the perfectly competitive model
and the monopoly model, which provide us with a "ruler" for
measuring good or bad performance. We then consider thc
oligopoly models wc actually wish to test, the standard
oligopoly models attributed to Cournot , Bcrtrand , Chambcrlin
and Stiglcr. Thcre is then some discussion on thrce related
topics: the information our subjects must havc to guarantec
our oligopoly models arc applicablc , thc noise we might allow
around our models ' predictions and still be able to prcsumc a
good fit with our data , and the dcsign of the formal statis-
tical tests wc will use.

Benchmarks for Good and Bad Performance

The first model we consider, the perfectly compctitive
model , is our benchmark for good pcrformance. With each sellcr
in our markcts having a constant $1.00 marginal cost up to a
capacity of 12 units, any pcrfcctly competitive seller would
want to sell 12 units for any pricc over $1.00 , would want to
sell nothing for any pricc under $1.00 , and would be indiffer-
ent among any fcasible quantities if thc price were exactly
$1.00. With such a supply correspondencc for each seller plus
our market demand function , wc find the price in any compcti-
tivc equilibrium must be $1.00 and each seller would earn a
profit of zero. Supply and demand curves for our markcts arc
illustrated in Figure 3.

The second model we consider , the monopoly modcl , is our
benchmark for poor performance. To maximize profits thc
monopolist must choose a price of $1.24 and sell a quantity of
6 units. This yields a profit of $1.44 for the monopolist.

. there are no income effects within our markets, an
appropriatc measure of welfare within our laboratory markets is
thc total of consumcrs' surplus plus produccrs' surplus.
Nevertheless since almost all prices arc betwcen . the

10.
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Oligopoly Models to Test

competitive and monopolistic prices, and the surplus measure
of welfare is consistent, as an ordinal measure, with the

market price, we will consider the market price as our measure
of welfare.

Oligopoly Models to Test

Now consider the oligopoly models we actually wish to test
against our data. The basic essentials for each oligopoly
model considered are provided below. For each model the pre-
dicted outcome and the minimum necessary to calculate it are
described. We will not consider here the logical arguments
that usually accompany each oligopoly model , those that must
provide each model' raison d'etre since none of the models

have particularly strong empirical support. These arguments
can easily be found in a more traditional economic hymnal.

The oldest oligopoly model , one still commonly used today,
is the Cournot modell In a Cournot equilibrium each seller -
chooses a quantity that maximizes his profit assuming his

rivals ' quantities remain fixed and prices are automatically
given by the demand curve. For our duopoly markets the Cournot
equilibrium yields a price of $1.6 with each firm selling 4
units. For our triopoly markets the Cournot equilibrium yields
a price .of $1.2 with each firm selling 3 units. For four
sellers the Cournot model predicts a price of $1.12 or $1.08
(with integral quantities sometimes multiple equilibria exist).

If we follow Bertrand's criticism of Cournot's model 2 that

price should be the appropriate decision variable while the

quantity is automatically determined by the market, then the
competitive outcome is predictcd, which yields a price of
$1.00.

If we follow Chamberlin s suggestions for an oligopoly,

that markets with only a few sellers should easily be able to
cooperate , then the monopoly outcome is predicted , which yields
a price of $1.24.

1. See Cournot (1838).

2. See Bertrand (1883).

3. See Chamberlin (1948).
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These standard oligopoly models attributed to Cournot
Bertrand , and Chamberlin each have adherents believing they are
applicable to the typical oligopoly market, so each of these

models is to be tested against our laboratory data. Since the
original contributions of Cournot , Bertrand , and Chamberlin
the mathematics of multi-person decisionmaking, known as game
theory, has been developing. As game theory now provides the
conventional theoretical framework for oligopoly theory, it is
now well known that each of these oligopoly models can be
formulated as a game theoretic model. Each model can be con-
structed as a game by specifying the set of players and their
feasible strategies , and the predicted outcome is generated by
the Nash equilibrium from this game.

If game theory is to be properly applied, the only game
theoretic model to ultimately matter is the one where the
players, their feasible strategies, and their payoffs mirror
those in the markets of interest. In our laboratory markets
the sellers did not choose quantities and have prices deter-
mined automatically by some outside agent. They did not choose

prices and have quantities determined by some outside agent.
And they were not physically united to act as one seller. The
standard reformulations of the Cournot , Bertrand , and Chamber-
lin models are not those that will ultimately matter for our

markets if game theory is to be properly applied here.
We can construct a proper game theoretic model for our

laboratory markets rather easily. In any period, the sellers
in our markets were the real decisionmakers , and we must mirror
them in our game as the players. After being given . the infor-
mation supplied to them, our sellers chose a price to charge
and a quantity to offer to the market, and we must mirror these
choices in our description of the players' feasible strate-
gies. Our sellers ' choices determined the cash a wards to them
and we must mirror this reward structure in the payoff
functions for the players in our game.

If we believe a static model should be appropriate , a model
where only the structure and behavior from the current period
is necessary to predict current behavior, then a single period
game theoretic model with the structure described above is
appropriate. If such a model is created for our markets, where
both the price to charge and the quantity to offer are decision
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variables , then we find any Nash equilibrium for our markets
yields a competitive outcome.

For our markets this game theoretic perspective largely
supports the outcome and the rationale behind Bertrand's pre-
diction. In, our game theoretic model we find strategies with
large quantities offered to the market dominate strategies with
small quantities, so the quantity choices are relatively auto-
matic and the price choices become the " important" choices.
One difference between the conclusions reached from our game
theory model and from Bertrand' , or at the least , a point not
emphasized by Bertrand (depending upon how one is to extend the
meaning of the very few sentences actually written by Bertrand
on oligopoly), is the requirement in our model's prediction

that each firm must offer to the market morc than it cxpccts to
sell rathcr than just what it expects to sell.6

Other modcls are suggestcd if wc feci a dynamic model might
be required , onc where sometimes the behavior from past pcriods
must be known to prcdict behavior for thc current period. One
of these is thc Stigler model , or actually the class of models
suggcstcd by Stigler.6 The markcts hc cnvisioned have firms
wishing to collude, to maximize thcir joint profits, but their

success depends upon thc cffcctivcness of policing any cooper-
ative agreemcnt. In our markets, no cooperative agreemcnt
with positivc profits could bc maintained without policing,
as some firm would be able to earn higher profits by cheating
on the agreemcnt. To maintain such an agreement , thcrc must be
somc mechanism to detect any cheating and some punishment
available, so cach firm finds the short-term gain in profits

4. See Alger (1979).

6. If this was not done and only the amount actually Bold was offered at tbe
competitive price , each firm would have an incentive to raise its price, using

the market power it had among the buyers not served by it! rivals at the com-
petitive price. On the other hand, if, for example, 12 units were offered by
each firm at the competitive price of S1.00, then &ny firm contemplating a
higher price would see all its buyers automatically buying from another firm
giving it no reMon to raise its price. If every firm were to offer a quantity
of 12 u its at the competitive price of $1.00, no firm would have the incentive
to change unilaterally either its price or its quantity.
6. See Stigler (1968).
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from cheating on thc agrecmcnt is ovcrpowcrcd by thc latcr loss
in profits aftcr the cheating has bccn caught and punishcd.

Attempts havc bcen madc to formalizc thcsc dynamicclcments
by crcating thc appropriatc multi-period gamc thcory modcls.
In thc proccss of crcating thcse formal modcls, thcrc has bcen
concern, not only with thc fcaturcs dcscribcd abovc, but also
with thc crcdibility of any threatcncd punishmcnt.8 A gcncral
model of this typc is still cvolving within thc litcraturc, but

thc special case provided by our markets has bccn fully dcter-
mincd. All of the theoretical equilibrium outcomes for our
markcts can be generated by stratcgics wherc the choiccs from a
coopcrativc agreemcnt will bc played as long as rivals have
nevcr chcated on thc agrecmcnt in thc past, but compctitivc
strategics will bc playcd forever if anyonc has prcviously
cheated. An outcome is an cquilibrium outcomc if with thcsc
stratcgies one finds, for each seller, the discountcd valuc of
thc gain from any cheating bcforc its detcction is lcss than
the discountcd valuc of the10ss aftcr detcction.

Information Requirements to Apply Our Models

All of our oligopoly models require certain information to

bc madc available to our traders bcforc thc modcls must apply.
Usually thcse rcquircments are only implicit but when made
explicit, thc dccisionmakcrs arc said to requirc complcte
information , whcrc cach dccisionmakcr must know the rcward
structure for himself and those for all of his rivals.

---'-
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Oligopoly Models 10 Test

Nevertheless , these complete information conditions were not
met in our experiments. The remainder of this section is spent
discussing why these conditions were not met and whether this
should make any difference.

Our sellers were not given complete information primarily
because of a greater degree of control over preferences within
our markets. We would have perfect control over a subject'
preferences if they depended only upon his own cash reward , but
we may lose control for subjects with more arguments to their
underlying utility function. The ideal solution is to avoid
those subjects with multiple arguments in their utility func-
tion and find new subjects. This is the reason friends or
close acquaintances are often avoided when recruiting for an
experiment. But if these subjects cannot be avoided, the

severity of the problem should be reduced by not giving the
subjects any information about these other possible arguments
during the course of the experiment. Thus, if some subject
preferences may be based on the rewards earned by others , as
well as her own reward , experimental environments can be con-
structed which give her no information on any other subject's
rewards. Most economic experiments now follow this path
making any information on rewards strictly private.

Information on rewards is kept private also because this
information is private in most naturally occurring markets. In
most naturally occurring markets buyers and sellers cannot know
the subjective elements of another s preferences or costs, just

like any outside observer trying to study them. Maybe, if
these are truly the markets of interest and if complete infor-

mation were truly required for our oligopoly models to apply, a
better response to this problem would be to change our choice
of models rather than our markets ' information conditions.

In any case , regardless of our reasons for keeping informa-
tion on rewards private, we will consider a decisionmaking
environment where complete information is not required, one
where much less information is truly necessary before these
models can be applied. The arguments needed to support the

10. The data in Smith (1981) and in Fouraker and Siegel (1963) provide
examples where market behavior c.hanges significantly between marketB with
complete information and markets with private information.

. .
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conclusions discussed below can be found in Alger and Huang
(I985), where this discussion is presented more formally and
more completely.

Reconsider the most basic notion of an equilibrium. The
concept of an equilibrium was originally borrowed from physics
where it's viewed as a state where adjustments have stopped as
all forces that may lead to change are exhausted. If this
notion is more directly applied to economics, we might say
an equilibrium is a state where adjustments in the selection of
strategies and beliefs have stopped as the forces of self-
interest and learning are exhausted.

Consider a decisionmaking environment, like each trading
period within our markets , that can be described formally as a
game. Now, say this game is played repeatedly infinitely
often. To avoid fundamental changes in strategy stemming
from this repetition , assume the players at each play have no
memory of any previous actions with their current rivals. One
might think of many copies il the game being played simultan-

eously, and before each play the players are re-assigned to
meet new, anonymous rivals. Before each play of the game some
information is revealed to each of the players. With this
information , each player develops beliefs about the strategies
to be used by his rivals. Given these beliefs each player
makes his choices. The choices in which we are interested are
those made out in the tail of this sequence of plays of our
game. When the same choices are made out in this tail , when
choices have stabilized, we have an equilibrium.

Now add the assumptions that all players initially know the
strategies available to each player and their own payoffs, and
that all strategy choices are revealed to aU players at the
end of each play of the game. In such an environment the set
of equilibrium outcomes must equal the set of Nash equilibria.
This conclusion shows that in such an environment where one
learns from experience , the standard Nash equilibrium concept
can be applied. The Nash equilibrium concept, used in all of
our oligopoly models, does not require complete information for
such an environment.

The information conditions described for this repeated-play
game are satisfied for some of our laboratory markets. Each
market period can be described as a game. Information is

,.,. ' " ' .,' , ..., ;" - " , ;, ";



Oligopoly Models to Test

provided at the end of each market period on the choices made
by all of the subjects. Information is given to the subjects
prior to their first dccisions that describes the feasible
choices available to each player. For some of our markets
those where market demand information was provided freely,
each subject also knew his own payoffs initially. In such an
environment , the Nash equilibrium concept used in our game
theoretic model is applicable. For other markets , where market
demand information needed to be learned through experience
the Nash equilibrium concept need not apply without modifica-
tion. We shall return to this case later.

Allowable Noise Around Our Equilibrium Predictions

Now we have our models , and they offer their predictions
often of a single ,. unique outcome. Do we reject a model after
seeing the first observation different from the theoretical
prediction? Certainly such a standard is too strict. If such-
a standard were to be applied generally, in very short order we
would reject all models economists have ever offered. We must
allow some deviation around our predicted outcome to allow for
the effect of market elements left out of the model.ll

One example of a market element not incorporated into the
standard models , but one that may affcct equilibrium behavior
is the transaction cost associated with making decisions.
Decisions require time and energy from the decisionmaker, and a
complete accounting of all costs must include these implicit
costs. However, even within our laboratory environment the
value of this transaction cost is uncontrolled and unobserva-
ble. How might we expect our predicted outcome to change if
these transactions costs were incorporated into the model? 
might expect this cost to vary with different subjects faced
with the same decision or for the same subject faced with
different decisions. Over many laboratory markets with the
same observable structure but with different subjects the
equilibrium outcome might be expected to vary. A model

11. We should also allow for any measurement error. Even though measurement
error may be important in naturally occ.urring markets , it's of minimal concern

in the laboratory.
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incorporating thcsc transactions costs might yicld cquiIibdum
outcomcs that diffcr somewhat from thc prcvious theorctical
prcdictions when only the observablc structure of the markct is
known.

Anothcr cxample of a possibly important but unmodeled
market elcment , one that may be particularly relevant to Our
markcts whcrc markct dcmand can only bc Icarncd from experi-
encc, is the opportunity cost of scarching for thc pricc yicld-
ing the highcst profit. If we wcrc to cxtcnd our perfcct
collusion model to incorporate learning within an environmcnt
with thesc search costs , we would prcdict somc scllers would
choose a price slightly different from. the $1.24 prediction.
A profit maximizer would choose the price yiclding thc highest
profits among thosc sampled but hc would "ot havc sampled evcry
point along thc market dcmand curve. Hc would not samplc any
further after he judged thc opportunity cost of searching
excecded thc cxpected bencfit given his currcnt expectations.
Somc samplcs will lead the-profit maximizer to cxpcctations
concerning markct demand that are inconsistent with actual
markct dcmand. And , since he has stoppcd sampling, cvcn
rcpeatcd cxposure to the market would never provide any infor-
mation that contradicted these " false" expectations. Thus
after adding this search a model fOllowing all standard prin-
ciples could predict a non-degenerate price distdbution in
equilibrium.

So some noise should be allowable around our predicted out-

comes. How much? The direct approach to solving this problem
is to consider explicitly the mOre complete models that incor-
porate the most important of these extra elements , and develop
predictions that yield non-degenerate price distributions. But
we do not do this. First, even when it is feasible, this
approach is not felt to be thc most efficient way to test our
oligopoly models. The models we selccted wcrc choscn because

some cconomists feel thcy already incorporate the most impor-

tant elcmcnts of our oligopoly markets. The added complcx-
ities, and thc cxtra theoretical work needed to incorporatc
thcm, should bc dcalt with in future work after the simpler

12. See Rothschild (lQ14).
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Oligopoly Models to Test

forms of the models are tested. Second , some of the market
elements being considered are unobservable , even in the labora-
tory, so the direct approach is not even feasible when consid-
ering some new market elements. But , without this direct
approach , theory offers no guidance on the amount of allowable
noise. How might we proceed?

One possibility is to use a unique predicted outcome from
the theory as a prediction conccrning the center of the obser-

ved distribution. The hypothesis to be tested is whether the
center of the observed distribution equals the unique predicted
outcome. This approach sidesteps the question of how much
noise is allowable, but it must assume this noise does not
change the center of the observed distribution of outcomes.

Another possibility is to use distributions generated in
the laboratory and to use these as the theoretical standard.
The idea is to find a class of experimental markets where each
market in that class is felt to behave as the more complete
model would predict and to use the data generated by this class 
as an experimental benchmark. Wc then comparc the observed
outcomes in two sets of markets , one set within this class and
one outsidc of it. The hypothesis to bc tested is whcther the
observed distributions for the two sets of markets are equal.

This test of our theoretical prcdictions is the one I find most
appealing. Unfortunately, the appropriate cxperimental bench-
marks arc not always available.

The Design of Our Oligopoly Tests

Given the general structure of our tests described above
we need to consider the precise form thcy will take. We need
to know exactly what is to be examined and exactly what statis-
tical tests are to be performed.

What about the market outcomes is to be examined? A full
description of our market outcomes would specify all of the
actions chosen by all of the traders. For our markets, this is
a description of all price and all quantity choices. Such a
description would , of course , include the prices and quantities
for any. amounts actually sold , but it would also include offers
made to the buyers and then rejected. If the primary interest
is in individual behavior, using this full description of the
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each market outcome -- the market price. Specifying the market
price is unambiguous for the typical case where sellers with
prices higher than the lowest price have no sales, the case
where market demand is satisfied by the lowest priced firms
but some outcomes did have sales occurring at more than one
price. Within our analysis "We set our market price equal to
the average revenue , which gives us a weighted average of the
prices for those goods actually sold.

For both types of tests proposed for our analysis, non-
parametric tests are felt to be the ideal. The primary reason
for choosing a non-parametric test, in spite of such a test'
relatively low power, is that only relatively weak statistical
assumptions must be added to the null hypothesis, so that we
are much closer to testing only the economic statements within
the hypothesis and not so much the statistical statements.

With a non-parametric test, the relevant center of the
distribution is its median. We then test whether the median of
the underlying distribution of observed equilibrium prices for
some population of markets could equal the predicted prices , or
actually whether the differences between the observed equilib-

rium prices and the associated predicted prices could have a
zero median. The hypothesis of a zero median for the differ-
ence between the equilibrium price and the predicted price is
tested by taking the sample distribution of these differences

IS. See Chapter I for a fuller discussion of this.
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Oligopoly Models to Test

and using a sign test , a standard non-parametric test for such
an hypothesis.

To describe this sign test in more detail , suppose all of
the differences between the equilibrium prices and the predic-
ted prices, except those that are exactly zero, are described

by the random variable D. Under the null hypothesis one half
the distribution of can be found above zero and one half
below. Now consider the random variable that takes a value

of one if the value of is positive, and a value of zero

otherwise. This random variable must have a binomial distri-
bution for one trial and a probability of "success" of one
half. Next, consider the binomial random variable that adds

up the number of " successful" independent trials of out of a

total of trials. To conduct our test we calculate 

y, 

the
value of this random variable Y. If under the null hypothesis

we have a sufficiently small probability that the random vari-
able is outside the range (y, y), then we will reject thc
null hypothesis. An additional consideration before applying
the sign test is to determine which outcomes come from indepen-
dent trials of the random variable 

For our second test we compare the distribution of outcomes
for an experimental benchmark against the distribution of
outcomes in other similar markets. We test the hypothesis that
the two price distributions are the same. We use a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test here , a standard non-parametric test of an eQual-
distribution hypothesis. For this test we measure the differ-
ence between the two cumulative probability distributions by
the largest absolute value of the difference in the values of

these functions, and test whether the observed difference is
within some particular critical region for this test.

. A' .
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Chapter IV

LABORATORY TESTS OF EQUILIBRIUM PREDICTIONS

WITH DISEQUILIBRIUM DATA

This chapter is primarily concerned with examining one
common practice used within previous studies of laboratory
markets. This practice is testing equilibrium models using
some data from markets that have not reached an equilibrium
The data set used typically consists of all available labora-
tory data from the last period, an average of the last few
periods, an average of all periods , or from the nth period
for some fixed n. I know of no attempt , at least formally, to
assure all data were from markets in equilibrium. The primary
question here is: Could the use of disequilibrium data sig-
nificantly affect the results of tests we might make of our
equilibrium models if we use data from our laboratory markets?-

This practice would be desirable if the disequilibrium data
provided a useful estimate of the behavior that would have been
observed if an equilibrium had been obtained. On the other
hand , if some disequilibrium behavior is qualitatively differ-
ent from the behavior that would be observed in an equilibrium
this practice could produce misleading results. Within this
chapter , we examine the effect of this practice when it is used
on our laboratory data.

Two types of tests are done. The first examines paired
data generated by our markets where the outcome from a particu-
lar market period is linked with the equilibrium outcome from
the same market. For different specified periods and markets
we test the hypothesis that the disequilibrium outcomes center
around the equilibrium outcomes. If this hypothesis is rejec-
ted , then the median of the disequilibrium outcomes is not

1. Weare referring to It notion of an equilibrium where strategy choices and
beliefs have stabilir.ed, one where traders are no longer learning from their
environment. We UBe an operational definition of this notion (discussed in
Chapter III) to determine if our laboratory markeh are likely to be in equi-
librium. In our markets , we call an equilbrium outcome one of those outcomes
used to demonstrate this definition ill satisfied; any other outcome is called a
disequilibrium outcome.
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likcly to provide a uscful point cstimatc of an cquilibrium
outcomc. This typc of tcst has a particularly strong dcsign
but it cannot usc all of thc data gcneratcd within our labora-
tory markcts, as many of our markcts did not reach cquilibrium
and it can only addrcss thc rclativcly narrow qucstion of bias
in our point cstimate of an cquilibrium.

Thc sccond type of test givcs us a littlc less control Ovcr
somc market clements , but it uscs data from all of our labora-
tory markets and it addresscs a morc rclevant question: whcn
can wc generatc a uscful cquilibrium cstimate from our disequi-
librium data? We tcst, for diffcrent spccificd pcriods
whcther thc price distribution for markcts which havc not bccn
shown to bc in cquilibrium could bc thc samc as thc equilibrium
pricc distribution. If not, thesc data arc not cxpcctcd to
providc a uscful cstimate of equilibrium bchavior.

Our primary goal with these data is to determinc, for Our
markets , whcn disequilibrium outcomes would havc provided a
reasonable cstimatc of our equilibria, cithcr a point cstimatc
or an cstimatc of thc cntirc distribution of thc cquilibrium
outcomcs. We arc particularly intcrestcd in thosc tcsts using
data from approximately the samc market periods analyzcd in
similar prcvious studies.

Our data suggest that, for our markets, using all data
a vailablc after approximately the samc number of markct pcriods
as in some prcvious studies would lcad to significantly diffcr-
cnt cquilibrium tcst rcsults than rcstricting tcsts to equilb-
rium data. If thc sequcnce of data gcncrated in our markcts is
truncated to approximatcly thc same number of market pcriods
used in thcsc previous studies, significantly diffcrcnt bcha-
vior is observcd than in cquilibrium. Following this common
practicc with our markets would havc gcnerated mislcading
results.

The Design of Our Tests

Laboratory markcts wcrc crcated with thc characteristics
dcscribed in Chaptcr II. In our laboratory, sevcral typcs of
oligopolies rcached cquilibrium. Most of thcse markcts had two
scllcrs, somc had three, and onc four. Most of our markcts had
a constant marginal cost , but some providcd an extra incentive

..", . - . -. '.



Tests of Equilbrium Predictions with Disequilbrium Data

to trade by giving the sellers a relatively low cost for produ-
cing the first unit. Some of these markets had sellers who
were inexperienced with our market environment and others had
experienced sellers. Some of our markets gave the sellers free
market demand information , while others forced the sellers to
gather this information from their own experience with the
market. Most of our markets provided information on a rival'
actions as soon as all choices were made , but one provided this
information only after a very long lag. We examine the effect
of some of these differences on the usefulness of estimating
equilibria from disequilibrium data.

We will compare the disequilibrium prices in different time
periods to the eventual equilibrium prices. The time periods
in which we are most interested , for both types of tests made
are those analyzed in similar previous studies. These previous

studies include Fouraker and Siegel (1963), Murphy (1966),
Stoecker (1980), and Ketcham , Smith , and Williams (1984). The
markets examined by Fouraker and Siegel that are most like our
laboratory markets are their price-setting duopoly and triopoly
markets with incomplete information. The data examined from
these markets are from their 14th market period. The markets
examined by Murphy ran for 24 market periods. Stoecker exam-
ined the 20th market period from his markets. The markets
examined by Ketcham , Smith , and Williams that are most like
ours (their Design II) ran for IS, 20, or 25 time periods.
Given this previous practice , we shall concentrate on the range
of market periods from IS to 35.

To help us determine when a useful point estimate of the
equilibrium price would have been available , we examine the
paired data generated by our markets where the disequilibrium

price from a particular market period is linked with the equi-
librium price from the same market. For several different
market periods , we test the hypothesis that the median of the
difference between these prices is zero. If this hypothesis is
rejected , the median of the disequilibrium outcomes is not
likely to provide a useful estimate of an equilibrium outcome.

This paired-data design was chosen , in spite of its elimin-
ating laboratory data from those markets that did not reach an
equilibrium , because it provides mOre control over some possib-
ly important market clements that are subject specific.

. "
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Subject-specific charactcristics not under our direct control
such as experiencc with similar environments outside of the
laboratory or basic learning ability, are controlled in this
design, since these characteristics are the same for each
observation within the pair. Our equilibrium models suggest
these subject-specific characteristics are not important in
equilibrium, but they may be important nonetheless, especially
in disequilibrium. This design also improves comparisons
between markets whose structures differ somewhat, since we
examine only the difference between the disequilibrium and
equilibrium prices, not the absolute level of these prices.

The hypothesis of a zero median for the difference between
the disequilibrium price and the eventual equilibrium price is
tested by taking the sample distribution of these differences
and using a sign test. To apply the sign test to our paired
data , we must first determine which outcomes come from indepen-
dent trials of the random variable X. It seems safe to assume
each market is independenCof another , but what of the market
periods within a single market? If a static model were found
to apply to our laboratory markets, these outcomes might plaus-
ibly be independent. After all , the independence of behavior
in different time periods is the essence of the definition of
being "static."' On the other hand, if these models do not
apply and a dynamic model is necessary, then this full inde-
pendence between time periods is certainly lost. As this
question of independence between time periods has not been
answered at this stage (nor will it be addressed here), this
section presents the results of the appropriate sign tests for
three different levels of independence. We present tests that
consider only one observation from each market , some that con-
sider observations from every fifth period of each market , and
some that consider the observations from every period.

To shed some light on when a reasonable estimate of the
entire distribution of equilibrium outcomes would have been
available (not just the median), we compare , for several speci-

fied periods , the disequilibrium price distribution against the

2. Even if lome static model does apply in equilibrium, it does not require
our disequilbrium beha.vior in different time periods to be independent.
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Tests of Equilbrium Predictions with Disequilibrium Data

equilibrium price distribution. For each of the specified
periods, we test the hypothesis that the disequilibrium price
distribution for the period is the same as the equilibrium
price distribution with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. If the
equal- tribution hypothesis is rejected , then we have shown
the disequilibrium price distribution for that period does not

provide a useful estimate of the equilibrium distribution.

Initial Laboratory Observations

A large subset of our laboratory data is .described in the
market data appendices at the end of this report. You are
urged to examine these data yourself , so you may find for your-
self the patterns or regularities you feel are represented
within these data.

A Common Pattern?: I see a pattern in the data that, if
present , would imply disequilibrium data should not be used for
testing equilibrium behavior. For some markets it appears
there is an initial period where firms gain some information
about market demand , typically with one firm undercutting the
price of the other in each period , and prices fall to somewhere
near the competitive level. Later it appears some firm signals
a willingness to go to a higher price with a relatively large
jump in its price choice, and this is sometimes followed by a
higher price from the rival. This jump to a higher price level
by all firms sometimes breaks down with price cutting, falling
back to a near-competitive level; sometimes, after staying at
this price for a short while, it is followed by another jump to
a still higher price (giving us a graph of their price history
that seems to have "stair steps ); and sometimes the market
remains at this price, resulting in an equilibrium. If the
price level does fall after a price jump, this process may be
repeated. Many equilibria appear to have started with one of
these jumps to a higher price level. The most obvious of our

, ,
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markets to follow such a pattern yield a graph of their price
history that is roughly U-shaped.

If this is a typical pattern for our markets, then some

behavior prior to an equilibrium is drastically different from
that observed in equilbrium. The near-competitive prices
in the trough of the would be quite different from the high
equilibrium prices achieved at the top of the U. This may help
explain the contrast in the near-monopoly equilibrium prices in
our markets and the near-competitive prices noted in previous
studies. Maybe some of the earlier laboratory markets were
following this U-shaped pattern , but this pattern was not seen
as the markets were terminated in the trough of the 

Do Our Disequilibrium Prices Center Around
the Equilibrium Prices?

aOllfIlJlI"1I:-_LBI$II

Consider first the most conservative of our sign tests
where we consider only one observation per market , tests with
the weakest independence requirements which allow for interde-
pendent beha vior between any market periods. Taking specific
market periods of interest , consider the sign tests where 
take only the outcomes from the individual market periods 15

, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, and 70 against their respective
equilibrium outcomes. The data for these tests , the values of
the random variable for each of these periods , are graphed in
Figure 4. 1. Each graph in the figure also indicates the sample
median with a ' ' to the left of the axis. In addition to
these graphs, this figure also provides, for each of these
periods , the values of (the number of times the disequilib-
rium price exceeds the equilbrium price), (the sample size),
y In and the probability lies outside the critical region for
the null hypothesis. Of these nine tests, six reject the null
hypothesis at a 5% significance level , and one more reject' it
at a 10% level.

We also consider similar tests where we
vation a five-period average instead of the

take as our obser-

single observation

3. Some of our laboratory market! that lIeem to follow this pattern are
copies 1 , 2, and 11 of the market named "2slf'jmto;d;Ol; " copy g of " 2Bln1j-
mtojd;02;" and copy 5 of - 2alI';mtojdj08.
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Graphed Price Histories for Each Market
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Tests of Equilbrium Predictions with Disequilibrium Data
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Figure 4. 1 c: Price Difference from Equilibrium
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for any particular period. In Table 4.2 we see the results for
these tests for the periods 11- , 16-20, 21- , 26- , and

31-35. Each of the tests with a sample size large enough to do
it rejects the null hypothesis at the 5% level. We might also
note with this data that the ratio of Y In is fairly constant up
to about period 30, but after this it seems to drop signifi-
cantly. Restricting our attention to disequilibrium data from
later periods does not appear to help our null hypothesis.

A similar test is presented where the single disequilibrium
price considered for each market is the average price for all
disequilibrium periods. For this test '" 31 and = 7 (23%),

so we reject the null hypothesis at the 0.33% level. Of the
tests given to test if the disequilibrium prices center around
their equilibrium prices, this may be the most reasonable of
the more conservative ones.

periods v (v/n) significance level

Jj, _(.lr.L "1!4"iJ

11-
16-
21-
26-
31-
36-
46-
56-
66-

4 (17.4%)

5 (23.8%)
5 (22.7%)
4 (23.5%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

26%
66%

1.69%
90%
01%
05%
10%

1.6%
25%

Table 4.2: Average Price Difference from Equilibrium

Now consider some tests where we consider observations from
every fifth market period, so our null hypothesis adds an

assumption that behavior in different market periods is inde-
pendent except for any behavior within five periods. If we

consider the data from every disequilibrium period divisible by
five , we find = 214 and = 42 (20%), so we may reject the

. ' " . ""' "",: . . ... .,. . ,



Tests of Equilibrium Predictions with Disequilbrium Data

null hypothesis at the 10- % level. If we consider the five-
period averages , we find = 262 and = 45 (17%), so we may
reject the null hypothesis at the 10- % level.

If we assume the choices in all market periods are indepen-
dent , we may consider data from each time period. With this
assumption = 1114 and = 205 (18.5%), so our test rejects
the null hypothesis at a 1O- level.

Do Some Disequilibrium Prices Center Around
the Equilbrium Prices?

Our data clearly demonstrates the median of the difference
between the disequilibrium price and the equilibrium price is
not zero. Can we find a subset of market periods or markets
where the disequilibrium data might be expected to yield an
unbiased estimatc of an equilibrium? In addressing this ques-
tion , wc will either drop early market periods , use only exper-
ienced subjects, or consider oligopolies with more than two
sellers. We hope a subset of the market data can bc identified
where we can expect disequilibrium data to yield useful infor-
mation concerning equilibrium behavior.

We first examine whether , after an initial learning period
our disequilibrium outcomes center around their equilibrium
outcomes. After early experience with the market , maybe the
subjects are hovering near their equilibrium, but they have not
quite achieved the stability necessary for an equilibrium. On
the other hand , if the V-shaped pattern is common , even later
disequilibrium behavior would be expected to be below the
eventual equilibrium outcome.

Consider the following tests to determine if all disequi-
librium outcomes beyond the 35th or the 70th market period
center around their equilibrium outcomes. If interdependent

beha vior limits us to only one observation per market, some of
the appropriate tests are included within Figures 4. 1 and 4.
Another test with a single observation per market takes the
average disequilibrium price for all periods from the 35th
period and above. It has = 15 and y = 3 (20%), and the null
hypothesis is rejccted at the 3.5% level. With the average of
all disequilibrium prices from period 70 and above = 7 and

= 2 (28%), leading to rcjection only at the 45% level.

. .. . ).,'
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Considering observations from every fifth period (our five-
period averages) from the 35th market period and above = 136

and = 21 (15%), leading us to reject at the 10- 14% level , and
from the 70th market period and above = 54 and - 7 (13%),

leading us to reject at the 10- % level. Considering all
outcomes from the 35th market period and above = 531 and

= 61 (I 1.5%). Considering only outcomes from the 70th market
period and above = 209 and = 14 (6.7%). Each of these two
tests rejects the null hypothesis at the 10- % level. The
results of these tests offer litte hope that eliminating out-
comes from early periods would help our null hypothesis. It
even seems any bias in the equilibrium estimate might be
increasing, as y/n tends to fall as data from early periods are
eliminated. The increasing probability is in the test'
critical region when we drop more early periods is due solely
to the dropping sample size.

Now consider tests to determine if the disequilibrium
outcomes from just the experienced subjects center around their
eventual equilibrium outcomes. It is these subjects in which
we are most interested , and their behavior may differ from
that of the inexperienced subjects. We find our hypothesis 

soundly rejected here too. In our markets with experienced
subjects , considering our five- period averages we have = 93
and = 17 (18%) and considering every observation we have

= 478 and = 79 (16.5%). With the first test we reject the
null hypothesis at the 10- % level , and with the second test we
reject at the 10- % significance level. It appears the dis-
equilibrium behavior of experienced subjects does differ from
that of the inexperienced subjects, but if anything, the bias

appears worse with experienced subjects who have stil not
reached an equilibrium.

The great bulk of our markets are duopoly markets. Does
this hypothesis fare any better with three or four sellers?
With our triopolies , considering our five-period averages we
have = 31 and = 7 (23%), so we reject the null hypothesis
at a 0.33% significance level. If we consider all observations

4. Dropping early periods seenu to worsen the problem here too. With exper-
ienced subjectfl y/n equals 7.2% ror periods 35 on a.nd 1.2% for periods 70 on.
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Tests of Equilibrium Predictions with Disequilibrium Data

in our triopolies , we have = 142 and = 33 (23%), so we
reject the null hypothesis at a 10- % significance level. With
four sellers and our five-period averages = 10 and = 0
(0%), and we reject the hypothesis at the 0.20% level. Using
all observations with four sellers , we have n = 47 and = 2

(4.3%), and we reject the hypothesis at the 10- % level. In our
markets, more sellers do not help our null hypothesis.

With our market data , we find no subset of market periods
or markets that are expected to have disequilibrium data cen-

tering around its eventual equilibrium outcomes.

When Do Disequilibrium Prices Look the Same
as Equilbrium Prices?

We test the hypothesis that the disequilibrium price dis-
tribution for the indicated period is the same as the final
equilibrium distribution. The results are given in Table 4.
where is the sample size of the equilibrium distribution
is the sample size of those not in equilibrium by the indicated
period , and c/nm is the largest absolute value of the differ-
ence between the two distribution functions (the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test statistic). Graphs of the cumulative equilibrium
distribution , the price distribution for period 15, and the
price distribution for period 70 are given in Figure 4.4. Even
though we are considering only one observation per market for
these tests , their results clearly demonstrate the disequilib-
rium price distributions are different from the equilibrium

price distributions.
If we continue the pattern of tests we used when testing

for bias by offering tests appropriate for different levels of
independence between market periods , and consider the same test
but using either a single five-period average for each market
all five-period averages, or all disequilibrium prices, we
reject the mill hypothesis at even lower significance levels.

6. Dropping early periods does not appear to help with three or four sellen
either. With three sellers y/n ;: 9.3% for the periods 35 on and with four
ae!lerB In;: 0% for the periods 35 on. (The sample aiEe is too sma.1I for
the periods 70 on.

"'co
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nifi

648 38 %
591 52 %
494 00 %
539 83 %
556 57 %
585 19 %
592 016%
619 016%
514 011%

Table 4. Tests of Equality Between
Disequilibrium and Equilibrium Price Distributions
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In any case, our data clearly demonstrates , regardless of any
independence assumptions, the distribution of disequilibrium
prices is different from the distribution of equilibrium
prices. If we continue our previous pattern further and con-

sider the same test for a subset of our datandrop early
periods, use only experienced subjects, or consider only
markets with three of four sellersnwe again reject the null
hypothesis at low significance levels. We find no subset of
market periods or markets where we may expect the 'distribution
of disequilibrium prices to be the same as the distribution of
equilibrium prices.

For both types of tests done within this chapter , if we had
suspected the V-shaped pattern in our data, a one-tailed ver-
sion of each test could have been adopted to test whether the
discquilibrium prices tended to be lower than the equilibrium
prices. The results of such tests have not been presented
here, as by definition the statistical results for the one-
tailed tests would be even stronger than for the comparable
two-tailed tests that are presented here. In our markets,
disequilibrium prices clearly tend to be lower than the even-
tual equilibrium prices.
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Final Observations Concerning Disequilbrium Data
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The results of our tests lead to the conclusion that, at
least for our laboratory markets, disequilibrium behavior 
significantly different from equilibrium behavior. For our
laboratory markets, those markets not yet in equilibrium are

more likely to give prices nearer the competitive level while
equilibria tend to yield more "cooperative" outcomes. These
results are consistent with our markets tending to have 
shaped graphs of their market prices over time. With our data
we find no time periods , no group of subjects , no subset of our
oligopoly markets where disequilibrium data are likely 
provide a useful estimate of equilibrium behavior. It appears

that, for our laboratory markets , disequilibrium data are not
useful for testing equilibrium models.

Eliminating data from markets that have not achieved an
equilibrium can result in the-loss of an appreciable amount of
data. If we had been forced, say by real time constraints, to

terminate our laboratory markets by the 15th time period
, only

13% (7/55) of our markets had reached an equilibrium; by the

20th period the same 13%; by the 25th period 19%; by the 30th

23%; by thc 35th 22%; by the 40th 24%; by the 50th 27%; by the

60th 36%; and by the 70th period only 48%. While equilibrium
tends to be reached more quickly by experienced subjects , even

with experienced subjects an appreciable number of markets may
not reach an equilibrium within the time available. For our

markets with experienced subjects , the following percentage of
markets had reached equilibrium by each of the indicated per-
iods: 15th 29%; 20th 29%; 25th 33%; 30th 40%; 35th 40%; 40th

40%; 50th 45%; 60th 50%; and 70th 70%. Results that lead 
eliminating all disequilibrium data are certainly disappoin-

ting, as the cost of obtaining useful laboratory data for some

tests of equilibrium models may be raised significantly.
It should be stressed the conclusions indicated in this

chapter may only apply to our own laboratory markets. Never-
theless, with these results I feel prudence dictates that, in

testing equilibrium models , either some equilibrium criterion
should be used to weed out disequilibrium data , or some argu-
ments or evidence should be presented that indicate the dis-
equilibrium data used should be useful. For many previous

. , ,.. , . .' """
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experiments , say those within a double-auction environment , I
certainly expect the problems discussed here are of no prac-

tical importance , as I expect reasonable equilibrium criterion
could have been met fairly quickly. Almost by their defini-
tion , these problems are most important for those markets where
equilibrium is expected to be reached only after a long learn-
ing process. This long learning process might be expected with
an environment that is especially complex for the subjects.
Markets with this complexity might include those where tacit
cooperation between the subjects can develop; such as in some
oligopoly markets; markets where personal reputations can be
built; or markets where uncertainty plays a large role.

...
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Chapter V

TESTING OUR OLIGOPOLY MODELS

The primary purpose for conducting these experiments is to
test our oligopoly models, and, to thi end, this chapter
presents the results of some of these tests using our data.
Because of the results of the last chapter, which indicate
using disequilibrium data may produce misleading results in
tests of equilibrium models, only equilibrium data is used
with these tests. The data used for these tests is givcn in
Appendix II. Other tests and other observations, including
some on markets that never demonstrated an equilibrium was
attained, are presented following these tests of our oligopoly
models.

We present two sets of tests in this chapter. In the first -
set we compare our equilibrium data to the specific theoretical
predictions made outside of the laboratory. In particular , we
use sign tests to test whether the medians of the observed
equilibrium distributions are equal to one of several theoret-
ical predictions. In the second set we compare one subset of
our equilibrium data against another. We test whether the
equilibrium distributions for the two subsets of data are equal
with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. These comparisons are made to
test qualitative predictions of our models.

Median Tests of Our Oligopoly Models

Thc theoretical predictions from our models can be tested
by testing for a zero median of the difference between the
observed equilibrium prices and the predicted monopoly price
($1.24 for our standard market), Cournot price ($1.24 for
monopoly, $1.6 for duopoly, $1.2 for triopoly, and either
$1.2 or $1.08 for an oligopoly market with four sellers), or
perfectly competitive price ($1.00). We want to test each of
these with the following subsets of our data: all monopolies
all oligopolies, all duopolies, all triopolies, all oligopolies
with morc than two sellcrs , all oligopoly markets with experi-
enccd subjccts, and all duopolies with experienced subjects.
For each of these cases , Table 5. 1 gives the significance level
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at which the null hypothesis can be rejected with a sign test
along with the statistics used in each test, the number of
trials above the predicted price and the sample size 

This table also gives the sample median of the distribution of
the standardized equilibrium prices for each of these cases
along with the total sample size.

nificance level for reje ction (vl
perfect

ller ourn etition

1.2 (8) 68. (2/6) 68.8% (2/6) (8/8)
1.6 (31) ,,0.01% (1/2 13.4% (15/22) ,,0.01% (31/31)
1.6 (25) ,,0.01% (1/21) 33.2% (11/17) ,,0.01 % (25/25)

20 (5) (0/5) 5% (3/4) (5/5)
,,2 1.8 (6) (0/6) 5% (4/5) (6/6)

"I exp 1.20 (15) 0.3% (1/13) 9% (10/12) ,,0.01% (15/15)
2 exp 1.20 (9) 12.5% (1/7) 12.5% (6/7) 0.4% (9/9)
"I w/ 1.6 (II) 0.4% (0/9) 100. 0% (1/2) (11/1 I)

dmd

Table 5. 1: Median Tests of Bias
in Our Equilibrium Predictions

I interpret these results in the fOllowing way: our monop-
oly markets acted in a way that was consistent with the theory
of monopoly markets , just as in Smith (1981) where he examined
a similar monopoly market that was created in the laboratory.
I feel .a 69% probability of having the test statistic in the
critical region of this test is reasonable support for the
monopoly theory. (With only one seller, the Cournot model
collapses to the monopoly model, so this model too receives

... '''''' "- ...,,,.. . .



Testing Our Oligopoly Models

support.) The observed prices very plausibly may have a median
equal to $1.24. On the other hand , our monopoly data clearly
rejects the perfectly competitive price as the median of the
equilibrium price distribution for our monopoly markets.

With our oligopoly markets, we find the hypotheses that the
median of the equilibrium price distribution is equal to either
the monopoly price or the perfectly competitive price are
clearly rejected. The evidence is strongest against the per-
fectly competitive prediction, but this conclusion appears
firm in either case. In either case , we find the theoretical
prediction , either the monopoly prediction or the perfectly
competitive prediction, is not a reasonable single-point esti-
mate of the equilibrium distribution.

Nevertheless, even with these conclusions that the predic-
ted outcome is a biased estimator of the median of our observed
outcomes , we may not have put our models to a fair test. A
more complicated model with non-degenerate distributions for
predictions may force the center of the predicted distribution
a way from our earlier prediction. We shall test some related
issues later in this chapter.

The outcome with the most support among these three predic-
tions is the Cournot outcome. The median price for our duop-
olies is exactly thc Cournot price of $1.16. Among the three
prcdictions from our static models , for cach case examincd the
significance levcl, the probability the test statistic is in
the test's critical region if the null hypothesis is true , is
highest for the Cournot prediction. Nevcrtheless, the support
for 1his model appears to drop with more than two sellers or
with experienced subjects. Prices tend to be above the Cournot
price more consistently as more sellers arc added to the market
(65% with two sellers , 75% with three , and 80% with four) or as
su bjects become more experienced (50% with inexperienced duopo-
lists and 86% with expericnced duopolists). We shall return to
somc related issucs later in this chapter.

Do Our Oligopolies Act as Our Monopolies?

For thc rcmainder of this chapter wc shall examine some
tcsts that tcst entire distributions of observed prices rather
than just the median. The first of these tcsts between distri-

:... .
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butions is whether the prices from some specified oligopolies
could have the same distribution as the observed monopoly
prices. Our standard for these tests, the distribution of Our
standardized monopoly prices , is indicated in Figure 5.2. If
we use this sample distribution as our estimate of the theoret-
ical equilibrium distribution, making this our experimental
benchmark , then we are also testing whether the behavior in
these specified oligopolies is consistent with the predictions

of the monopoly model. With such a test of the monopoly model
the experimental data determines the appropriate amount of
variation allowed around the theoretical prediction, a proce-
dure which seems appropriate since theory provides us with no
guidelines here.

+0.+0.

Figure 5.2: Observed Monopoly Prices - $1.24

nifi e lev

all oligopolies 44%
all duopolies 49%
all oligopolies 84%

with ,.2 sellers

Table 5.3: Tests of the Perfect Collusion Model

We test the hypothesis that the predictions from the per-
fect collusion model are consistent with our data for all
oligopolies, alt duopolies , and alt oligopolies with more than
two sellers. The sample size of the monopoly distribution 
the sample size of the specified distribution the value of
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Testing Our Oligopoly Models

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic c, and an approximation
of the lowest significance level for which this hypothesis can

be rejected are given in Table 5.3. For each of these tests we
cannot reject the hypothesis at any standard significance
level , so the perfect collusion model is given some support.

Do Market Demand Search Costs Malter?

Evcn when these perfect collusion tests offcr their strong-
cst support, we see the oligopoly distributions tcnd to give
prices below the monopoly prices. Upon rc-examining the data
I found thc subjects of many of the oligopolics had chosen the
price that maximized thcir total profits from among those
prices they had samplcd , but thcy had not actually sampled the
true monopoly pricc , so they did not earn thc maximum profit
available. Sincc the standard form of our markets did not
providc market demand information to the subjects initially,
and the only market demand information thcy gained was through
expericnce , maybe implicit scarch costs to gain some market
demand information affected observed behavior.

Reconsider a model of perfect collusion. If the opportun-
ity cost of searching for highcr profit outcomes were incorpor-
ated into the perfect collusion model , we might expect the new
theoretical predictions to lie heavily to one side of the
previously predictcd outcome. The cost of sampling the market
demand curve differs for prices below the current price rela-
tive to prices above. To sample a price below the current
price all onc seller must do is choose the lower price, but to
sample a higher price all sellers must be persuaded to increase
their pricc (othcrwise , if one seller had a lower price, that
would be the price sampled). Thus , a model of perfect collu
sion incorporating this search cost would predict prices that
tcnd to be below the simple monopoly price.

By contrast , if the market demand search cost is incorpora-
ted into a monopoly model , the center of the predicted distri-
bution is likely to remain at the old monopoly price. Search
costs seem to be the samc for a price increase or for a price
decrease in a monopoly. No rivals ever need to be convinced to
change their behavior for a price to be sampled. Onc consis-
tent observation from our data is a higher percentage of abovc-
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monopoly prices in our monopolies (33%) than in our oligopolies
(4%).

These arguments led us to run identical laboratory markets
but some with no market demand information provided (i. e. Our
standard treatment) and some with market demand information
offered freely to the subjects. To test the comparative
statics predictions suggested by our old and new perfect collu-
sion models , we compare the data from our oligopolies 

with free
market demand information to those where demand could only be
learned through experience. Our null 

hypothesis for this testis that the underlying distribution with free market demand
information is not below the underlying distribution without
this information. As indicated in Table 5.4 , we reject this
hypothesis at the 1.0% level, indicating prices with free
market demand information do tend to be higher than those in
markets without this information. This result is consistent
with the hypothesized effe.t of changing the implicit search
costs of gaining market demand information.

significance level

oligopolists w /0 149 1.0%
free mkt. dmd. info.

monopoly 1.2%
g*ft 1!11ii 

Table 5.4: Comparisons with Oligopolies
with Free Market Demand Information

We also compare the observed behavior in our oligopolies
with free market demand information to that in our monopolies
our experimental benchmark for the monopoly model. Our null
hypothesis is that the monopoly distribution is equal to this
oligopoly distribution. As shown in Table 5.4 , we reject this
hypothesis at a 1.2% level. For our oligopoly models this
result is inconclusive since our monopolists had no market
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Testing Our Oligopoly Models

demand inf orma tion provided while these oligo po lists did. 
better comparison would ha.ve been between these oligopolies and
some monopolies where market demand information is provided
freely. Unfortunately, these latter markets were not run.

Do the Number of Sellers Maller?

Usually the first concern with oligopoly markets is with
the effect of the number of sellers. Most economists would
predict oligopoly prices wil move closer to the efficient
competitive level as the number of firms increases. Of our
oligopoly models, if the number of sellers is increased from
two to three to four , the Cournot model predicts a lower price
for each increase; the perfect collusion model of Chamberlin
and the competitive outcome attributed to Bertrand predict no
change; and the multi-period game theoretic models of collusion
allow price drops but they may not occur for each of the
changes. This suggests a test of the comparative statics
prediction that our duopoly prices will tend to be above the

prices in our oligopoly markets with more than two sellers.
Our null hypothesis for this test is that the underlying dis-
tribution of duopoly prices is not below the undcrlying price
distribution for thc oligopolies with more than two scllers.
As indicatcd in Table 5. , we cannot rejcct this hypothesis at
any standard significance level. For our markets we find no
significant change in bchavior as the numbcr of sellers
changcs. If this result were to hold , even with strongcr data
it would be inconsistent with thc predictions of the Cournot

model.

nific level

2 sellers versus

;.2 sellers 80%

Tabl 5: A Test on the Effect of the Numbcr of Sellers
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Do Changes in the Opportunity Cost of Not Sellng Maller?

1I1 !il!all

Frequent comments by subjects indicated there were long
periods of frustration when prices were near the competitive
level. The source of frustration almost universally voiced by

these subjects was not being able to coordinate their actions
with their rivals ' to get the prices higher. These comments
led to re-examining the preferences induced on the subjects for
near-competitive price choices.

At the competitive price of $1.00 our standard market

yielded a zero profit for every firm. The firm s price equaled
its constant marginal cost. The question to be re-asked here
was whether a zero cash reward for the subject would induce
preferences identical to those of a seller with a zcro oppor-
tunity cost for participating in the market. If not, we may
have introduced some new elements into the market which might
have shifted the center of the- predicted competitive outcome.

Say that a subject s underlying preferences depend upon her
reward and a subjective element of " fun" in playing the game.

If attempting to achieve a high profit outcome is more fun than
automatically choosing the zero-profit competitive price , then
she will prefer to attempt to cooperate , even while failing and
earning no cash reward, to choosing the competitive price.
These would not be the preferences intended. Because of this
consideration , some markets were run with a lower marginal cost
on the first unit sold by a seller , so there would be a posi-
tive cash reward at the competitive price.l If . this cash
reward at the competitive price is sufficiently high, its

effect will swamp the effect of any uncontrolled elements
determining the subject's preferences that are unaffected by
the cash rewards.

1. If there is no coat to her for leaving, a subject may consider the alter-
native of leaving the experiment and using her time in another way that haa
Borne positive value to her. sufficiently high penalty (or leaving before
the expeciment has been terminated should eliminate this problem. In our
experiments leveral subjects, in different markets , indicated they wanied to
leave before the expe.iments had ended. They were told they would not receive

the profits they had earned up to that point. All .ubjects atayed except one
(he had earned very little).

. "
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This change in the cost of the first unit sold does not
affect the monopoly outcome or the Cournot outcome , but it may
affect the perfectly competitive outcome as indicated. It
might also change the predicted outcome from our multi-period
game theory model. In this model , some outcome is an equilib-
rium outcome if the discounted value of any gain from cheating
on an agreement before it's detected is smaller than the dis-
counted value of any loss from any punishment after it s detec-
ted. Decreasing the cost of this first unit sold does not
change the gain from cheating on a potential agreement, but it
does increase the loss from some punishments. Some outcomes
may become equilibrium outcomes that were not previously.

The hypothesis tested here is whether the equilibrium
distribution from the markets with the lowered cost on the
first unit is the same as the equilibrium distribution for
those markets with constant marginal cost. As indicated in
Table 5. , we cannot reject this hypothesis at any standard
significance level. For our oligopoly models, this is an
inconclusive result.

nificance level

constant MC versus
low cost 1st unit 82%

Ta ble 5. Changing the Cost of the First Unit Sold

Does Experience Maller?

A final test is presented which does not test any of our
oligopoly models , but may have some effect on how laboratory
experiments such as these should be run. It concerns the
experience of our subjects.

While none of our oligopoly models predict any effect from

different levels of experience (i. e. they may all be interpre-
ted as requiring fully experienced subjects), earlier results
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from Stoecker (I980) suggest that the level of experience may
affect equilibrium behavior. Subjects that have successfully
cooperated previously may be more likely to achieve higher
profit equilibria than those that do not have this history. 
even observed earlier that a higher percentage of experienced

subjects had above Cournot prices than did inexperienced sub-
jects. We will examine this contention by testing to determine
whether the equilibrium distribution for experienced oligop-
olists is likely to be the same as the equilibrium distribution
for inexperienced oligopolists. The results of this test
given in Table 5. , seem to indicate these two distributions
could very well be the same. Unlike what seemed indicated by
previous results, we find no significant difference in the
equilibrium behavior of experienced versus inexperienced

subjects.

nificance level

all oligopolies 95%
all duopolies 94%

Table 5.6: Comparisons of Experience versus Inexperience

It is possible this may not be a good test of the effect of
experience , since our duopolies had a heavier proportion of
inexperienced subjects and the effect of the number of sellers
may be distorting our results. Therefore, this test has also
been run on just our duopolies, wherc there can be no cffcct
from thc number of scllers, and thc results of this tcst are
also given in Table 5.6. Both give similar rcsults. Along
with our prcvious obscrvations given in the last chapter , thcse
results appear to show expericnce increases the spced of
attaining an equilibrium but has littc cffect on the equilib-
rium finally attained in our markets. Previous studies may
have scen a change in bchavior from experiencc whcn in fact
onc did not cxist, because with inexpcrienced subjccts thcy
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Testing Our Oligopoly Models

were more likely to see a
experienced subjects they
high equilibrium price.

low disequilibrium price while with
were more likely to see a relatively

More Observations

ualizin Pro A fairly common pattern seen in the
data is an apparent attempt to keep profits equal between the

sellers. Because of the requirement to produce and sell only
intcgral quantities , maintaining some agreements (e.

g. 

those
where an odd amount was sold) meant one firm always sold more
than another. The sellers were not given any rival's costs
but if they assumed other sellers ' costs were equal to their
own , an assumption that would be accurate for these markets
they could determine the rival's profit. In any case, in
several duopoly markets ways were found to split the profits
evenly over time.' These markcts developed a cyclic pattern-
that gave each of the traders average profits equal to what
would have been earned if they could have sold fractional
units. Most commonly thc sellers would offer the largest
quantities they could (12 units) and would alternate their
price choices each period, say alternating between $1.20 and
$1.25 , which would lead to sales alternating betwecn seven
units and none. In one market , quantity choices were alterna-
ted instead of the price choices , so sales alternated between
three units and four instead of seven and zero , and the choices
were alternated every eight periods instead of every period.

The E ffect o the In ormation La Five markets ' were run
where the price and quantity choices made by a seller s rivals
were not revealed to the seller (or actually not until after
10 I market periods had passed). The intent was to give the
sellers the least amount of information possible in such a

2. Profits were obviously shared over time in copies 4, 11 , and 13 of the
market named " 2slra;mtojd;Ol" and copy 10 of " 2slrsjrnto;d;02." The behavior 
other markeh aJso seemed to be affected by the same considerations, as out-
comes where the same quantities were Bold by all seemed to be favored over
outcomes with higher total profits but unequal profits.
3, The markets named "2slrs;mto;d;06.
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Investigating Oligopolies within the Laboratory

market. Only one market out of the five reached an equilib-
rium, even though all ran past 100 periods. At the least, it
appears that this treatment has slowed down the speed at which
an equilibrium is attained. During most time periods it ap-
peared these markets had lower prices than those markets that
gave the sellers their rivals' choices at the end of each
period. It is not clear if the choice of an equilibrium was
affected by this change. The one market that reached an equi-
librium settled on a fairly low price of $1.0 , and most of the
prices before equilibrium varied in five cent increments.
Maybe , if it is harder to achieve a cooperative outcome in such
a market, a larger variation around the average equilibrium
price would be tolerated within an equilibrium. Possibly,
since prices were so often so close to the competitive level
these markets were affected by the inappropriate incentives
described in the earlier section on the opportunity cost of not
selling. This factor may havCOrevented some near-competitive
equilibria from developing when compared to a market with the
desired incentive structure. More experiments are needed to
test these conjectures.

Addendum: Using the Old Standard of OLS Regression

While non-parametric tests are preferable because of weaker
statistical assumptions, some readers may find it useful , or

, perhaps gain some comfort, in seeing the results of standard
ordinary-least-squares regression tests. In our markets that
reached equilibrium , the only structural differences were: the
number of sellers, the marginal cost of the first unit sold
the level of the subjects experience with our markets , whether
market demand information was provided freely, and the length
of the information lag before knowing a rival's choices. An
OLS regression was run with these independent variables, a
constant term, and the standardized price as the dependent
variable. The results are indicated in Table 5.7. From these
tests, while five out of six of the coefficients have the
expected sign , it appears that no coefficient is significantly
different from zero. Note in particular the coefficient for
the number of sellers is not significantly different from zero

- ..-.. . ... . ,



Testing Our Oligopoly Models

but it is significantly different from $0. , which is the
coefficient implied by the Cournot model.

dependent estimated standard
riabl coe ffi error -ra

intercept $1.814 $0.0584 20.
number of sellers 0024 0299
MC of first unit 0382 0346 1.1
experienced subjects 0259 0296

vs. inexp. subjects

free mkt dmd info 0242 0275
vs. no mkt dmdinfo

number of periods of 0006 0007
information lag

=0. F = 1.02

Table 5. OLS Regression of Price
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Chapter VI

FINAL OBSERV ATIONS

The primary purpose of this project is to empirically test
oligopoly models used to justify different antitrust policy
choices. Our laboratory markets have provided us with some
interesting, suggestive results from such tests. Along the
way, we have examined some substantial evidence comparing
different procedures concerning experimental technique and
analysis. In this chapter , our findings are drawn together and
summarized. The emphasis is on what lessons have been learned
from the laboratory markets studied here. In addition , consid-
ering this project as part of an ongoing scientific investiga-
tion of oligopoly markets, this chapter provides a discussion
of promising next steps for this research.

Suggestive Results of Our Oligopoly Tests

Several treatment variables were varied in our experi-
ments. These included the number of sellers (1, , or 4), the

experience level of the subjects , the market demand information
available initially (free or not available), and the cost of
the first unit sold (a standardized cost of -$0.20, $0.
$0. , $0. , and $1.00). Unfortunately, more replications
appear to be necessary before some interesting results sugges-
ted by our data would bc conclusive. The sample sizes avail-
able in our data are too small for some obvious Questions to be
answered , especially if we restrict ourselves to considering
only the ideal comparisons, those between two markets where
only the value of a single treatment variable changes. Here
when we examined the effect of one of these variables, all

markets with the same value of a particular treatment variable
were grouped together , even if other parameters were changed.
This means any of the parameters whose values changed could

ha ve been responsible for the results obtained. More replica-
tions of some markets are needed for more convincing results.

Even so , our experimental data seems to suggest the follow-
ing. Equilibrium behavior in our monopoly markets is consis-
tent with the predictions of the monopoly model. This finding
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for our eight markets replicates the same finding of Smith
(1981) when a similar monopoly market was analyzed.

We found the perfect collusion model of Chamberlin , the

model that yields the monopoly outcome for an oligopoly, does
not offer a good point estimate of the behavior in any of our

oligopoly markets. It might, however, offer a reasonable
estimate of the equilibrium distribution if the model is modi-

fied to include other market elements such as the opportunity
cost of searching for market demand information. The perfect
collusion model is a better predictor for those markets for
which market demand information is free.

The Cournot model offers the best point estimate of our
static models. But , its performance worsens with markets with
more sellers and markets with more experienced subjects. These
would seem to be the most interesting and important markets to
consider. More replications are needed here.

The predictions of the Be.trand model and the single-period
game theory model , where each predict the perfectly competitive
outcome, are clearly rejected. The perfectly competitive
outcome is the poorest point estimate of our equilibrium pre-
dictions, and it is clear , even though a formal test was not
done , that it would offer a poor estimate of the equilibrium
distribution. The results of these tests of our oligopoly
models differ from those of Fouraker and Siegel (1959) and
Ketcham , Smith , and Wiliams (1984).

The multi-period game theory model , which may allow many
outcomes as equilibria, was not adequately tested with our
data. The one test we made that could have separated the
predictive efficiency of this model from the others, one
involving different comparative statics predictions for this
model versus the other oligopoly models we considered, was

inconclusive.

Modifications of Experimental Technique and Analysis

We found our strongest results concerned experimental
technique. Our strongest conclusions from our data concern the
use of disequilibrium data for testing equilibrium models. For
our oligopoly markets , we sa w the common practice of using all
available data at the time when previous similar laboratory
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markets ha ve commonly been terminated would ha ve led to mis-
leading equilibrium test results. Under all the conditions 
tested, our evidence indicates disequilibrium data should not
be used to test equilibrium models. Using only the available
data from markets that have demonstrated they are in equilib-
rium was always superior to using all available data. Our
evidence convincingly demonstrates that for some markets (e.our own laboratory markets) using disequilibrium data is inap-
propriate for testing equilibrium models.

When examining our disequilibrium data , we found prices
were significantly lower in the markets ' disequilibrium periods
than in equilibrium. It appears when subjects are learning to
cooperate , the observed behavior is much closer to the predic-
ted non-cooperative outcome than to the highest-profit coopera-
tive outcomes. Qur evidence is consistent with markets tending
to ha ve V-shaped graphs of their price histories. Our evidence
is consistent with a conjecture that previous experiments often-
terminated their markets in the trough of the rather than at
its later peak.

This finding on the use of disequilibrium data is
, at the

least , unfortunate. Even for Our laboratory markets , which ran
for many more market periods than previous experiments , approx-
imately one half of them never demonstrated an equilibrium had
been achieved so only one half of the markets yielded any
usable data for our equilibrium tests. This certainly raises
the cost of doing oligopoly research in the laboratory. Luck-ily, Our data also indicate the heavy use of experienced sub-
jects may dampen this effect somewhat , as experienced subjects
appear to reach roughly the same equilibria as inexperienced
subjects , but they get there faster.

Our conclusions concerning our disequilibrium data lead to
a recommendation that tests of equilibrium models should
consider only equilibrium data or other data shown to be useful
in estimafing equilibrium data. These considerations seem
especially important in market environments where we expect the
learning process for the market participants to be particularly
slow

Other design features of our markets were explored also
and several of these seem as if they would increase the effi-
ciency of future laboratory research as well. One concerns the
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market demand information available initially to each subject.
It' s true that we are ultimately interested in predicting
behavior in naturally occurring markets , that market demand
information is always uncertain in these markets, and that this
information is usually learned through experience in these
markets, as in our standard laboratory markets. But, it'
desirable to find the environments where our models work well
as a starting point, and then incrementally add in doses of
reality." Our data and theory indicates our models would work

best when this market demand information is provided freely to
the subjects.

A major effort was made in this study to find and use
formal statistical tests appropriate for our experimental
data. Formal tests were included to complement the eyeball , so
a solid common ground is provided for all of us trying to
analyze our data. These tests help describe the data so one
reader is more likely to se in the data the same things 
another. The hope is that this concern for the most appropri-
ate statistical tests will start a more thorough search for
them , evcn if the tests adopted in our analysis are finally not
seen as the most appropriate.

goal was to usc statistical tests that embedded the
minimum of statistical assumptions within the null hypothesis.
We would then be testing primarily cconomic statements and not
statistical ones. For this reason, to avoid assumptions on the
form of somc particular distribution , nonparametric tcsts were
used. We used two standard nonparametric tests: sign tests to
test the medians of different distributions and Kolmogorov-
Smirnov tcsts to test for equality between differcnt pairs of
distributions.

Many experimenters havc bccn concerncd for somc time about
the amount of variation to allow around a thcorctical predic-
tion before one should say the model's predictions are rcjec-
ted. Even though most theories offer a single outcomc as their
prediction , some variation around this prediction is usually
expected. Unfortunately, thcse theories providc no guidancc on
thc amount of this expccted variation. Onc approach followed
in this study was to let the data provide this guidancc. 
can do this by finding an cxperimental benchmark for each
modcl, finding a market structurc whcrc behavior is deemcd
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to be consistent with the model's predictions. This observed
distribution of behavior is then substituted for the theoreti-
cal prediction in our tests , and we compare the distribution of
other data to it. Another approach followed here is to assume
the expected variation in outcomes wil not change the center
of the observed distribution of outcomes, and to test the
theoretical prediction against this center.

Some of what we learned in this study about experimental
design had already been known in other market environments , but
since our original design did not incorporate these features
it appears I needed to re-Iearn them for our market environ-
ment. I needed to re-learn how to properly control factors
affecting the subject s undcrlying preferences other than his
own cash reward , a feature which is especially important for
choices where the cash rewards are particularly low. Many
earlier experimental studies have dealt with this in their
market environments, but our original design had some low
profit choices (i. e. those with near-competitive prices) where
the effect of the cash reward might not outweigh the effect of
some other factors in a subject's underlying preferences. 
found , whenevcr trading takes place each subject should earn
some positive reward large enough to outweigh these other
factors that would lead the subject to not trade.

I also needed to re-learn the form of the experimcntal
design that would be ideal, even if it s not always attain-
able. In our study we found an experimental design that
generates linked data offers a great deal of control for our

statistical tests. The idea is to compare two or three
identical markets, even with the same subjects , except for the
change of value of one treatment variable. Comparing two
identical markets except for some variation in one treatment
variable was certainly known to be ideal, but the original
design controlled only those variables used in our economic
models , and not any other controllable variables that might
also have an effect on behavior. Using the same subjects in
the markets providing these linked data gives us this extra
control. When even the same subjects are involved , even sub-
ject specific market elements such as the subjects' experience
from outside of the laboratory, their learning ability, or
their attitudes toward risk are controlled. This experimental
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Investigating Oligopolies within the Laboratory

design is not new , not in economic experiments, and especially
not in psychology experiments, but this appears a valuable

lesson to re- learn.

Where Do We Go From Here?

!!Ii !III

Science is supposed to advance by forming theory, testing
it against empirical data, modifying the theory, re-testing,
and so on in a continuous cycle. Given what we have learned
from this study, what appear to be promising next steps in
this cycle?

Some of our findings suggest procedures that should be
followed for any future oligopoly markets run within the labor-
atory. Markets should continue operating until an operational
definition of an equilibrium has been satisfied. Use experi-

enced subjects as often as possible , without using any subjects
more than once in anyone treatment. At least until a large
pool of data is available from such markets , market demand
information should be given freely to all subjects. There
should be some positive reward for trading over not trading,
such as having the cost of the first unit sold lower than
others. Whenever possible, use a linked data design for the

experiments.
Given these procedures are used , a strong effort should be

made to establish good experimental benchmarks for each model
to be tested. One unused feature of the computer program
controlling our experiments is the "static" form of the mar-
ket. With the static form , several identical markets are run
simultaneously and subjects are reassigned to the different
markets at the beginning of each market period. The intention
is to make cooperative behavior impossible, while still giving

each subject plenty of experience with his market environment.
This type of environment might give a static , noncooperative
model its best chance to succeed. A benchmark for the Bertrand
model might be established by running the same type of markets
run in this study, except in their static form. (This might 
compared to some double auctions run with the same cost and
demand parameters.) A benchmark for the Cournot model might
be established by using the two stage institution described at
the end of Chapter II and running it in its static form.
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Ha ving created these benchmarks , run these same markets in
their dynamic form. If there is any change in behavior it
would be due to the extra opportunities available in the dynam-
ic environment. These extra opportunities are not elements of
any static model , so any change in behavior would also be
evidence to reject any static model. On the other hand , if
there were no change in market behavior , the data would be
offering a fair degree of support for that noncooperative
model.

Once any extremes of behavior are demonstrated, market
elements that are supposed to lead in the opposite direction
should be added incrementally. If the extremes have not been

met, add market elements incrementally that should lead to
them. Especially important are those changes which affect the
theoretical predictions of one model , but have no effect on the
predictions of another alternative model. These appear to be
the changes that could yield the most interesting results for
antitrust policy.

Within our laboratory environment , I see more replications
are needed of our markets using three or four sellers, using
varying experience levels, using different costs for obtaining
market dcmand information , and using different relative costs
for the first unit sold. One could also consider changes in:
physical capacities, slopes of cost or demand curves, the
rationing rule, the information lag before receiving informa-
tion on a rival's choices, or the possibilities for limited but
direct communication. If you see other promising possibili-
ties , please contact me. Maybe together we can add to the
empirical base for oligopolies.
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Appendix I

REPRESENTATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

The instructions given to each subject were tailored to the
structure to be imposed upon the market in which he would par-
ticipate later. Nevertheless, all of our subjects saw instruc-
tions that closely followed the copy of the instructions which
follow. In presenting these instructions, I have tried to
approximate those seen on the computer terminal , by separating
each display that would be seen on the terminal.

This is an experiment in the economics of market decision-

making. You and the other subjects participating in this
experiment will make all of the decisions necessary for this
market to operate. PLATO is used to explain and enforce the
rules of the market , and to store and transmit different infor-
ma tion on decisions made by you and the other participants in
the market.

Funds for this experiment have been provided by various
research organizations. The instructions are simple , and if
you follow thcm carefully and make wise decisions , you may earn
a considerable amount of money, which will be paid to you 

cash at the end of the experiment.

At any time in the instructions you may press BACK to
review the previous display. Press NEXT to continue the in-
structions , or after completing any typed entry. When in doubt
Dress NEXT or HELP

(The decision box is shown here.
Each market consists of a series of trading periods. 

each period , as a seller of a fictitious good, you will be

asked to make the three decisions indicated in the table
above. You must choose the pricc to charge for the good , the
quantity to offcr to the market , and an estimate of how much
you expect to sell givcn your other choices.

After all of the sellers ' choices have becn made , the

buyers will choose the amounts they wish to buy. Their choices
thcn determine your profit , which is then yours to keep. Your

, l
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total profit for all periods wil be paid to you at the end of
the experimen tal session.

The profit you earn in each period represents the amount of
revenue you receive from the buyers minus the necessary pro-
d uction costs.

The revenue you receive from the buyers equals , of course
the price you charge times the Quantity you actually sell (or
equivalently, the amount the buyers buy). The buyers choose
how much they wish to buy from you , up to the maximum Quantity
you have chosen to offer to the market.

For example , if the buyers wish to buy 10 units from you
and you offer 50 , then you sell 10; or if they want 100 while
you offer 50 , then you sell 50.

When you are faced with the decisions indicated above , youwill have access to some information learned from a market
survey. To see this information , touch the market survey box
now.

(The market survey box is seen here.

(The subject now sees a graph of the market demand and
the repeatable option of entering a price , so that he may be
given the Quantity demanded at that price.

Before the sellers have made any choices , the buyers will
have indicated how much they want to purchase at each price.
This information is available to you in a graph such as this
and in a Query like the one below. You may give a price or
press NEXT to proceed.

Your costs represent the amount of money you would pay to
produce your good , and they depend upon the Quantity you ac-
tually produce. Information on your costs is available to
you by touching the prod uction cost box on the screen.

(The subject sees a graph
question "what quantity?", $0
cost for that Quantity.

of total cost and the repeatable

that he may be given the total
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Representative Instructions

In this market all goods are made to order , which means no
good is produced until after a buyer has been found. You pro-
duce exactly what you sell. The amount you will sell (and pro-
duce) is whatever the buyers want to buy from you , up to the
amount you offered to the market.

You will be charged for every unit of the good that you
produce. This amount , the cost to you of producing your goods
will be subtracted from the money you earn from selling your
good. The difference , your profit , you will get to keep. You
will not be charged for any units that were offered to the mar-
ket but were not sold , as these units are not produced.

To see how this works we wi!! go through a few market per-

iods as a trial run. In addition to not having any money on
the line, this trial market differs from those in the experi-
ments by having only one seller. Later you will participate in
markets with other sellers. Other market parameters may also
differ, but the general operating procedures are the same.

(The subject sees the decision box for the current market
pcriod within the instructions.

In each period you need to makc the decisions indicated
above. Within each period you may enter new choices for these
decisions , examine some market information which is available
to you before these decisions must be made, or confirm the
choices already made to make then final.

When an arrow appears you may enter a new choice for the
market variable indicated, completing the entry by pressing
NEXT , and thc arrow will move to another market variable. You
may also just press NEXT to kcep the current valuc of the
variable , and then movc on to another market variable. (At
the bcginqing of the period the price and quantity offere.d are
the final ones chosen from the previous period.) You can keep
making cntries until you are satisfied with your choices.

After new choices are entered your expccted profit is cal-
culatcd and shown to you. This is done only as an aid to you
to help you in determining what your actual profits might be
with diffcrent choices.
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This expected profit is your expected revenue minus your
expected production costs. These expected values are calcula-
ted assuming you sell what you expect. (Your actual profits
may be different , as they will depend upon the buyers ' choices
as well as your own.

Note that your choice of an estimate of how much you expect
to sell has no effect on your profits -- it has no effect on
either your actual revenue or your actual costs. The only
purpose for making this choice is to calculate this expected
profit.

After you are satisfied with your choices, you need to
confirm them by touching the screen within the decision box.
You will then be asked to double check your choices , and if
these are indeed your desired choices , you confirm them again
by touching within the box.

After this confirmation your choices are final. The
choices of all of the sellers are then given to the buyers, all
at once , and the buyers may then purchase as much as they wish
from those goods that have been made available to them. You
will then move on to the next period, but markets will have

been reassigned so that you wil face new sellers and new
buyers , and their identities will be withheld from you. (PLATO
runs many markets simultaneously at several sites.

(The subject goes through the first trading p riod within

the instructions and then proceeds to the second period , where
the market history is displayed.

After the final choices of all the buyers and sellers have

been entered for this period , you move on to the next period
and the results from all previous periods are given to you in

the market history.
The market history shows your market choices, but it also

tells you how much the buyers purshased (or , equivalently, how
much you sold and produced), and your resulting profits. 
there were other sellers in this market , you would have all of
this information for each of the sellers, except for the pro-
fits. Only you know your profit.

When you are in a market and are beyond the first period
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Representative Instructions

you will see the market history along with the decision box

the production cost box , and the market survey box.

(The subject returns to the displays seen at the beginning

of the second trading period.

Before starting this period , let me explain another option
that is available to you. Whenever you see the market history,
you will see a graphed history box. You may touch it to see a
graphical version of the market history. While this alterna-
tive picture of the market history is not particularly useful
when there is only one seller, let's look at it now anyway.

(The subject sees a graph of the price history of his
!1arket and a graph of the distribution of the quantities sold
for the last period (when this graph is seen in later periods
it can be shown for any specified period).

The pricc history shows all past prices (all past periods--
usually more than onc). For each period , a " I" is for firm l'
price, a "2" is for firm 2's price, and so on. The price
distribution shows thc amount sold (the X's) and the amount
offercd (the I's) at each pricc. This graph will be more
useful with othcr sellers in thc market.

(The subject procccds to the ncxt period.
As you can see this market history accumulates, adding

period aftcr period. After awhile , all of the past periods in
the market will not fit on the screen. When this occurs , you
have some additional options.

If thcre are any earlier periods in the market history that

are not shown , you will sce an earlier periods box. You may.
touch it thcn to sec the history for these earlier periods.
Similarly, if there are any later periods that are not shown

you will see a latcr periods box , which you may touch to sec
the history for thcse later pcriods.

This completes our description of how the market operates
and what markct information will be available to you beforc
your market dccisions must be made. Other market information
which might be useful for making your decisions will have to bc
learned from experience.
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Now that we have covered the basics
, continue with thistrial market until you feel comfortable with its 

procedures.

(The subject proceeds through 
several trial periods

, aprocess he can stop when he indicates he is comfortable with
how the market operates.

The only remaining options for you
, while you are in themarket , are common to most PLATO lessons.

One is to press TERM (which is the same as SHIFT ANS) and
then type "comments . You can then provide any comments youwish to the experimenters. This might include 

suggestions onhow to improve the operation of these markets
, or possibly adescription of any strategy you used in the market.

Another is to press STOP if you want to stop the presenta-
tion of some display. This might be useful if you have seen
enough of the market history and wish to enter your 

decisionsas Soon as possible.
And the last , but most important to remember

, is to pressHELP for a short summary of all of the options available to you
while you are in the market.

Whenever you are in doubt, press HELP or NEXT.

_1!mm:1*i(Ji!*

(The subject sees a full summary of the options available
during the market's operation.

You have now completed the instructions and are ready for
the real thing. GOO D L U C K ! 

. , , ." -



Appendix II:

A SUMMARY OF OUR EQUILIBRIUM DATA

Our laboratory markets provide too much data to supply all
of it here. In this and the following two appendices we have:
a summary of all equilibrium data; a graphical summary of the
price history for each market (including those that failed to
reach an equilibrium as well as those that did); and a descrip-
tion for each market of the market parameters used plus the
entire market outcome for each of a representative sample of
time periods. I hope this meets your needs , but if you wish to
see more I encourage you to contact me directly.

The summary of the equilibrium data provides, for each
market that reached an equilibrium , the standardized market
price and the values of any market parameters varied for the
markets in this study. The parameters varied were the number
of sellers, the marginal cost of the first unit sold by a
seller, whether all subjects in the market were experienced
with our markets , whether the subjects were provided market
demand information freely, and the number of periods of the
time lag before a subject learns his rivals ' choices.

The following data are all that are used in the formal
tests of our oligopoly modcls within this study.

Summary of All Equilibrium Data

no. of experienced initial info
once ellers 1st M emand inf

$1.10 $1.00
1.10 1.00
1.4 1.00
1.0 1.00
1.4 1.00
1.2 1.00
1.0 1.00
1.8 1.00

'" ,..of'
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Investigating Oligopolies within the Laboratory

no. of experienced initial info
su b iects inf

$1.4 $1.00
1.8 1.00
1.20 1.00
1.03 1.00
1.20 1.00 yes
1.05 1.00
1.20 1.00
1.08 yes
1.5
1.20
1.6 yes
1.6 1.00 yes yes
1.6 1.00 yes
1.6 1.00 yes yes
1.6 1.00 yes
1.24 yes yes
1.6 yes
1. 6 yes yes
1.6 yes
1.0 yes 101
1.04
1.0 yes

IIJ
1.0 yes
1.24 yes
1.8 yes
1.3 1.00 yes
1.20 1.00 yes
1.24 yes yes
1. 2 1.00 yes
1.05 1.00 yes
1.6 yes

- , ... ,-



Appendix III:

GRAPHED PRICE HISTORIES FOR EACH MARKET

This appendix provides two graphs of the price history for
each market. Both plot the prices offered by sellers in
different time periods. The seller s identity is indicated by
the seller s identification number appearing within the graph
(e.g. a " I" is plotted for a price from seller I , a "2" for
sellcr 2, etc.). An arrow above or below some number indicates
the price offcr was outside thc range of prices given in the
graph. Sometimes numbers plotted for markets that ran many
time periods overlap on a graph. An extreme example of this
Occurs when such a market has reached an equilibrium , where the
graph almost appears cross-hatched.

The top graph gives all prices for goods that actually
sold. This is analagous to the market prices that would be
seen in a naturally occurring market. Typically, different
sellcrs offered different prices and relatively large quanti-
tics , so that only the seller offering the lowest price actual-
ly sold anything that period. In that case only one price 
entered on this graph for that time period. If more than one
firm had a postive levcl of sales, all of the associated firm
numnbers arc plotted on the graph , possibly with one on top of
the other.

The bottom graph gives all price offers, including those
for which therc were no takers. Since the sellers could only
communicate through their choice of actions and price appcars
to bc the dominant choice variable in our laboratory markets

this graph provides some information on any communicationbctween sellers. 
The data for cach laboratory markct are identified by a

markct name and by a copy number. Associated with each market

name is the set of market parameters chosen , and this set of
market parameters was intended to be unique to this market
name. The copy number indicatcs which replication of the
market is being examined. Thus , wc find the market structures
for two markcts with thc same market name but a different copy
number arc identical , and the only diffcrcnces between two of
these markcts are the subjccts that participatc in each.
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Appendix IV:

MARKET PARAMETERS AND SELECTIVE MARKET DATA

This appendix provides the market parameters used in the
markets run for this study, those that reached an equilibrium
and those that , for one reason or another, did not. As market
parameters were constant for all markets with the same market
name , any deviations from our standard set of market parameters
described in Chapter II are noted whenever a new market name is
introduced.

In the analysis of the data , prices for each market are
standardized by the formula a( P-b)+J. where is the market
price (the standard market has 0=1 and b=IJ. For each market
we are given the values of and (with the monopoly price M
and the perfectly competitive price PC) along with any devia-
tions from the standard structure described in Chapter II.

This appendix also provides a complete description of the
outcomes for a representative sample of time periods for each-
market run for this study. For each of these periods , we give
all price and quantity choices, the resulting quantities sold
and the profits earned by each seller. The periods we use
always include the last ten periods for each market. A. by
the last period indicates the outcomes in these last ten per-
iods were identical. We also include any period divisible by
five.
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1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.0 I

1.3
1.06

Copy 6

eriod firm offere sold
$ 1.01 $ 0.

1.01
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.0127
1.03
1.0 II 121

1.02
1.00
1.0 I
1.03
1.05
1.02

.&1., L :nrJIfi1 1.09
1.04
1.09
1.4
1.6 1.28
1.20

Copy 7

eriod firm price v o ffered sold profit
$ 1.009 $ 0.099

1.5
1.02
1.018 198

".,, , . , , ,., , "", "" , '" 
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1.03
1.048
1.08
1.06
1.02
1.25
1.009 099
1.03
1.00
1.015
1.03
1.01 1 I
1.029 319
1.04
1.045
1.04 0.44
1.045 0.45
1.20
1.015 165
1.05

Copy 8 -- experienced subjects
riod firm a(v o v so Drofit

$ 1.0 $ 0.40
1.0
1.4 1.2
1.5
1.20 1.40

! , '

WIiWm ii.i1J!iiWlllJi1 !iH ii,
1.23
1.45
1.25 1.25
1.45
1.06 ili

1.06
1.07

;::",

1.06
1.08
1.07
1.09
1. 0

1.09

- . '" . --''- ''''---''' ''-''' -'' ---''', '----- --- - ..
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1.0
1.08
1.08
1.5
1.4 1.2
1.8
1.0
1.1

Copy 9

firm v o atv so

$ 1.05 $ 0.
1.0
1.07
1.06
1.07
1.06
1.07
1.08
1.0
1.07
1.06
1.2
1.20
1.07
1.06
1.07

.'I UJ61J :, L1J Uti .."
1.07
1.08
1.07
1.0
1.08 0.40
1.08 0.40
1.09
1.2
1.5
1.4 1.2

Copy 10

eriod firm Dnce offered sold orofit
$ 1.009 $ 0.099

1.08

.,, , . ,... . ,. .. . . ,,,, ,-- . ,., , , '" '" . . - .. , . . '''
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1.0009 0099
1.0999
1.395
1.03999 0.439889+
1.35
1.059999 59999
1.75 1.225
1.9999
1.22

025 275
1.0699 699
1.845
1.49
1.053 9477
1.9 1.3
1.912
1.5
1.3 1.8
1.29
1.28 1.40

Copy II -- experienced subjects
eriod firm v o ffered v sold

$ 1.0 $ 0.
1.20
1.0
1.20
1.0
1.20
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.20
1.20

'-2 1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.0
1.20
1.20

... '''. -'''-..-----. '''-''"' - - -_. .._---_

iiliiliilJiJ#iiiiliii!iJ'*ii$41!h""
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1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.0
1.0
1.20
1.0
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.0
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20 1.40

1.0
1.034 374
1.03

1I"
1.03
L08
1.05

Copy I2
eriod firm Drice off red
67. $ 1.05 $ 0.

1.05
1.09
1.0
1.07
1.07
1.07 0.35
1.07

. .. - "' ''"." . - . .,. '" ..

0"''''

. "

r""

' ' '""...
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1.10
1.05
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.07
1.0

Ii'1.01
1.01
1. 0

l!i

1.40
1.02
1.01 1 I
1.5 1.25

, .

1.50

Copy I3
eriod firm offered v sold profit

1.0 $ 0.
1.0 1.40

Ii i1.0 1.40
1.0
1.0
1.0 1.40
1.20 1.40
1.0
1.0

II " milmWiWiWiJ""!iI#' i!i i'iil'1.0 1.40

,$"

f, 

)\\(

1.20 1.40 II!

' .. 

1.0
1.0
1.20 1.40
1.0 1.40
1.0
1.0
1.0 1.40
1.0 1.40
1.40

Ii:1.0
1.20 1.40

... ~~~ ---..----... -_.. ..-- ,. . ' . _

...c------
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1.20 1.40
1.0
1.0
1.20 1.40
1.20 1.40
1.0
1.30
1.0 1.40
1.20 1.40
1.0
1.0
1.0 1.40
1.22 1.2
1.0
1.5
1.0 1.40

Copy 14

eriod firm v o ffer v so

$ 1.399 $ 1.192

1.5
1.24998
1.0
1.799 1.2593
1.7

2998 1. 992
1.0

1i.Ju., I(.fUL JI.),IJ' 1.49 1.047
1.40
1.45
1.20 1.40
1.89 1.23
1.26
1.48 1.4
1.99
1.499 1. 992
1.299
1.499

. 1.0
1.30 1.0
1.45

, ...,. ..- . .,. '''

co 

. ,
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1.0799 799
1.0
1.499
1.04 0.44
1.5
1.5 1.25
1.499 1.992
1.60
1.48 1.84
1.45
1.055 0.55
1. 0

1.10
1.15

, ,

1.0
1.5 1.20

Copy IS
eriod firm price offered sold profit

$ 1.4 $ 0.
1.4
1.24
1.4
1.25
1.5
1.4 1.44
1.25
1.5
1.24 1.44 llmil iWiiJj!iiiJii)f'!!1ili Ii8i#
1.29
1.29
1.24 1.44
1.29
1.24
1.24
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.24
1.4
1.4

"""'-- ---- -" ---- .--. ..._

k..

.____.---
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1.6
1.6 0.48
1.6 1.28
1.9
1.2 1.08

1.7
1.7 1.9
1.35
1.2
1.2 0.48
1.3 1.04
1.0
1.4
1.4
1.22 1.2
1.3
1.4 1.44
1.0
1.2 1.2
1.5
1.0
1.8 1.26
1.8 1.6
1.20
1.28
1.25 1.25

JLffnl9I.
2slrs;mto;d;02 -- a=I , b= (M= , PC=0.50); 2 sellers; cost
for first unit for each seller was $0.45

Copy 6 -- experienced subjects
eriod firm offered v sold Drofit
131' $ 0. $ 0.45

120 0.40
0.57 0.40

115 0.40
0.40

110

_. , , , ., - - . . " . - ''- . .' .. , .. , .. .
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105

100

. ,

5099
0.51

0.51

1.00

0.52

12.

0.30
0.30

0.30

0.20

1589

""_--""" ""'._ ,-_. -., .. .

175

i.'

';1

I'i
II,

::Ii
ill

i ,

WmmliiHiiliiJ4iJii!!WiiiiJ''1!'!i''ff''''*
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Copy 7

firm atv o atv so

120 $ 0. $ 0.

119
0.55

118

117

116 1.25

115 1.0
1.00

114 0.35

113

112
1.3

III 1.5
999

110

105
0.30

100 1.25

lJii!9lIMLJllf JI.. iJL" 1D 

0:70

1.05

1.7

0.49

1.5

1.5

- ....-.' . . . . - . "". . - ,- , - , . , -. " .,, ,., '"...
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0.41
52999

0.54 0.49
0.45

0.54 0.49

0.49
0.49

Copy 8 -- experienced subjects
eriod firm price offered sold profit
116 $ 0. $ 1.09

I1#Ull ii!i!iJii!!WiIjiimiJiili iiiif
115

114

113

112 1.09

III

110

,--

;;.r

._, , , , -,- ""-----

_____m_..._

.. -....- . "' -.. - - ----.-
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109

108

107 1.09

105

100

. I 1.3

0.50
0.50

1.09

1.3

1.25

_'1UJ .. .(;nIJL .( JLIJ 1.8

1.7

1.7

0.49

. , . ..- . .,- ... ..- - .

.A.
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1.5

Copy 9
firm y o v so

69* $ 0. $ 0.

1.5

1.09

II,

0.55 Im1iIi' iIi!""" llm !iNm.,!i' HW , ff 

. ,

1.00

:1'

Copy
::1'criod firm !)ice offered sold profit

$ 0. $ 0.

1.45
1.45

il'l
I I,

'!!

1.45

: ,':---" ''''------- ''- '--' -'' --'

.._-.m__",-- 

..,
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1.45

1.45
1.45

1.45
1.45

1.45
1.45

1.45
1.45

1.45

1.45

1.45
1.45

'JUt)fo. , .(I1 r JlI'
0:70

1.0

2s1rs;mto;d;03 -- a=l , b=1 (M=$1.24 , PC=$1.0U;; 2 sellers; cost
of first unit for each seller was $0.95; market demand informa-
tion provided

oeriod firm127 orice
$ 1.6

1.7

Copy I
o tv offered qtv sold orofit

$ 1.3

.-. """ -- . ., ",,, 

"'f
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. v

126 1.6
1.6

125 1.6
1.6

124 1.6
1.6

123 1.6
1.6

-f'
122 1.6

1.6
121 1.6

1.6
120 1.6

1.6
..c

119 1.6
1.6

118 1.16 1.3
1.166

115 1.15 1.5
1.6

110 1.6 1.3
1.5

105 1.6
1. 0

100 1.6
1.16
1.06
1.6
1.15 miiiiiim W)jii!liiWJiJ",Hi)i#I; ,,'i1.4 1.7
1.5
1.0
1.6 :1:

1.10
I;'I'" 1.10

' '

1.6
1.6
1.07
1.0 1.45
1.5

039 0.4 79
1.16 00 

...,. ''------ ---- '''.-' - - ,- _.._--------
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182

138

137

136

135

134

133

132

,-" . -
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1.7
1.40
1.02
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.0478
1.09
1.8
1.8
1.08
1.40
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.20
1.:.
1.20
1.0
1.20
1.00

eriod firm139 I $ 1.09

1.2
1.7
1.0
1.08
1.0
1.09
1.1
1.07
1.3
1.2
1.13
1.17
1.0
1.06
1.0

Copy 2
offere

' .

a tv so

1.4

528

1.25

1.45

1.5

Drofit
$ 0.

1.3

1.4

... --,,- - _,. 
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- '"

131 1.08
1.0

130 1.0
1.12

125 1.11
1.10

J20 1.2
1.0

115 1.20 -s:'

1.3 1.09
(10 1.15

1.0
105 1.09

1.10
100 1.07

1.09
1.08
1.3
1.3 1.09
1.15
1.14
1. 0

1.0
1. 0

1.09
1.1
1.0
1.3
1.09 iiiilJlli!iliJJiJiilJiiWiiJ iliii#/i
1.0

1.3 1.09
1.15
1. 0

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.66 1.212
1.0
1.16 1.3
1.5
1.5

-----------.--.-., --- ,. --. . . -, ---,- ...
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1.0
1.6 1.3
1.25
1.7 1.24

1.20
1.7 1.24

1.30
1.09
1.0
1.05 0.55

1.05
1.00

Copy 3

riod firm atv offere atv so

$ 8. $ 0.

1.0 1.5
1.25 1.0

1.4 1.49

1.22 1.7

1.4 1.7
1.8 1.1

'\'

J!I

~~~

III'lilC iIL JI ei'lIl
1.07
1.08
1.08
1.00
1.05
1.04 0.49

1.0
1.4
1.0
1.3
1.5 1.25

1.1
1.0
1.1

!" . ' ,,. - -

T'''
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1.5
1.2 1.3
1.5
1.04 0.49
1. 0

1.9
1.5
1.4 1.7
1.0
1.28 1.45
1.5
1.4 1.49

, ,

1.5 1.25 : I

1.45

1.05
1.5 1.0

1.05
2.50
1.5
1.0

i I

Copy 4
criod firm offered sold Drofit

$ 1.5 $ 0.
1.0
1.40
1.03 ,!llliWWi1ilJiJa"ifijiiWiIiiiiWi#V:

: ' , ,

I( . k1F! f;l 

1.5
1.05
1.20
1.08
1.0
1.09
1.0
1.8 1.3
1.17
1.08
1.0
1.! 1.04

, , , "' . ""''-'''' ---'- --' .. - . ----
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1.5 1.25

1.7
1.0
1.0
1.03
1.03
1.9
1.7 1.4
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.08
1.20
1.05 0.55
1.08
1.03
1.05
1.09
1.08
1.03
1.06
1.5
1.0
1.1
1.03
1.03
1.04

.!,

.r)JnJl iii. II 

1.04
1.4 1.7
1.7

2s1rs;mto;d;04 n 0=1 , b= l (M=$1.4 , PC=$I.OO); 2 sellers; one
half the number of units demanded at each price; market demand
information provided

Copy I n experienced subjects
eriod firm offered v sold profit
37' $ 1.6 $ 0.

1.6
1.6
1.6

. , .. 

J""""r

, - '"''''" '''' ' " ,.....
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l.6 0.32
l.6
l.6
l.6
l.6
l.6
1.6
l.6

/,,

'0-

Copy 2
eriod firm offered sold profit

l.6 $ 0.

:!j

1.6
1.6
l.6
l.6 0.32
1.16
1.6
1.16
l.6
1.16
1.16
l.6
1.16

! I

1.16
l.6 0.32
l.6
1.16 0.48

I ' i!Wllilill!iil4iJJI))))ii'.!iIIi !i*,,;mp'il.6
l.6
l.6
l.6
l.6
l.6
l.6
1.17
l.7
1.15
l.5
1.15
l.6

- . ..,. , ., ... , .......-~~~~_...._..- - .
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1.5

1.0
1.25

Copy 3 -- experienced subjects
eriod firm off red sold orofit
40' $ 1.6 $ 0.

1.6 0.32
1.6
1.6 0.32
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5 0.30
1.5
1. 0

1.05

Copy 4

eriod firm offered sold orofit
70' $ 1.6 $ 0.

1.6
1.6

-.WUiJlI,," !MIL lI_LUUTjU.HtI
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6 0.32
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5

1.6 0.32
1.6 0.32
1.6
1.6

r .,., -

... " ' . , .. "'..
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1.6 0.32
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.4
1.5
1.05 0.25
1.09

2slrs;mto;d;OS -- a=l , b=J (M=$1.4 , PC=$I.OO); 2 sellers; cost
for first unit for eaeh seller was $0.95; market demand infor-
mation provided

Copy I -- experienced subjects
eriod firm price offered sold profit

$ 1.4 $ 0.
1.24

j 2 1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.4
1.24
1.4
1.24
1.24
1.4
1.9 1.8
1.24

11!
ie''''''' ''''b''''

''''''''''''''''"'''''''''' '''''': ' .. ~~~

$f&lRQ ;S1 '(:F;

. . --....----~~~--- _._._-_. ..
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Copy 2

riod firm v o otv so

18. $ 1.6 $ 0.

1.6
1.6
1.5 1.5

Copy 3 n experienced subjects
eriod firm once offere v so

22. $ 1.6 $ 0.

1.6
1.6 1.3
1.18
1.6
1.6

Copy 4

eriod firm offered sold orofit
65. $ 1.6 $ 0.

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

EJ!la*aU," JllJ1.L iJlr.ll- 1.5 1.5
1.16
1.16
1.0
1.3
1.6
1.5 1.5

1.3 1.09

1.6 1.7
1.5
1.3 1.09

1.95
1.0 1.45

1.5

. - .. .., . . "'.
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...

2slrs;mto;d;06 a=l (M41.4 PC=$1.00); sellers; cost 

for first unit for each seller was $0.95; market demand infor-
mation provided; 101 period lag before getting rival's choices

Copy I
eri firm atv o atv so
106 1.05 $ 0.

1.07
105 1.05 0.55

1.08
104 1.09

1.07
103 1.0

1.06
102 1.25

1.05
101 1.5

1.05
100 1.06

1.05
1.06
1.15

::1
1.06
1.07 OO 

1.08
1.05
1.16
1.04 0.49 II HHiWIWWil)jW iJ(JiJiIJ ,jiJij

~~~

!ii

1.07
1.10
1.07
1.05
1.5
1.05 55 .

':' '

1.0
1.08
1.2
1.10
1.07
1.0

, , -"---- -"--'.
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1.1
1. 5 1.25
1.09
1.05
1. 8

1.05
10.
1.05
1.07
1. 5

1.20
1. 5

1.011
1.00
1.01
1.02
1.00
1.0
1.07
1.0
1.4
1.0
1. 5 1.25
1.0

Copy 2

riod firm v o ffere v so

.J- "", II JM, .a
121 $ 1.07 $ 0.

1.06
120 1.06

1.07 0.40
119 1.07

1.06
lIS 1.08

1.08
117 . 1.0

1.07
116 1.08 0.45

1.09 0.41

115 1.096
1.09

. .

'_r
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114 1.0
1.08

113 1.09
1. 0 0.45

112 1. 0

1.10
110 1.1

1.0
105 1.4

1.2 1.13
100 1.1 0.49

1.1
1.04
1.2
1.02
1.02
1.00

9999 0489
1.00
1.00
1.00

008 138
1.01
1.008
1.01
1.00
1.0 I
1.00 Ii; imilljmmiW_i!UWiJiiO$lii i#!iW'iI

1.01
1.0 I
1.02
1.01
1.01

II,,,1.01 10'

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.00
1.02
1.03
1.02

.._ ._--_....-_ _-_..
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1.0
1.09

Copy 3

eriod firm v o ffered
118 $ 1.01 $ 0.

1.02
117 1.02

1.02
116 1.02

1.02
115 1.02

1.02
114 1.01

1.01

113 1.0 I
1.0 I

112 1.01
1.0 I

III 1.02
1.0 I

PW," .n JL ",1 110 1.01
1.02

109 1.0 I
1.02

105 1.02 1.5

1.02
100 1.01

1.01
1.01

10.

1.02
1.01
1.00
1.01

""8.

""", -., =" '"
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1.01
1.01 1 I
1.01
1.0 I
1.01
1.00
1.0 I
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.06
1.03
1.03

! I1.03
1.04
1.03
1.05
1.03
1.075
1.05

iI#!iiiWlliiiJUliUUiJiif!#!iWiIIJ W'iili ,'i1.0
1.09
1.20

Copy 4
eriod firm price offered v sold profit

;;j

139 1.08 $ 0.
1.1

138 1.08
1.09

137 1.085 135
1.07

-., --",...... -_......--_..----.._..
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130 1.085
1.0

125 1.085 0.4 7 5

1.3 0.44
120 1.095 145

1.09
115 1.095 715

1.5
110 1.18

1.1 1.04
105 1.15

1.20
100 1.3

1.6
1.20

!IJIi, . JJI,L .i 1.5 1.5
1.07 0.40
1.0 0.45
1.01
1.0 I
1.099
1.02
1.015 215
1.02
1.03
1.03
1.01
1.00
1.003
1.00

. -..- - ,.-, . - '
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1.0027 077
1.00
1.0025 075
1.00

002
1.00

002 072
1.01

"'c

1.003

1.005 105
1.01
1.09
1.00
1.01
1.02
1.00
1.02
1.05 0.30
1.05
1.16
1.05

Copy 5
eriod firm prIce offered sold profit
119 $ 1.0 $ 0.

1.0
liS 1.0

1.0 l'!'mWIi' !iiiW* *'ijg" iiirfJ , j ,

, ). , . ' .,'

117 1.0 0.35
1.0

116 1. 0

1. 0

115 1. 0

1.0 ,(i'

114 1.0
1.0

113 1.10
1. 0

112 1.10 0.35
1. 0

. . . . --..-

______m_
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0.45

1.0
1.0
1.0
1. 0

1.0
1.0
1.05
1.10
1.0
1.3
1. 0
1.0 0.45
1.0
1.09 0.59
1.0
1.0

iI- J9J1n 1L 
1.05
1.0 0.45
1.0
1.07 0.40
1.05 0.30
1.05
1.05
1.5
1.5
1.0 0.45
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.0
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1.15
1.00
1.5
1.0

2slrs;mto;d;07 0=4 (M=$0. PC=$0. 30); sellers;
cost for first unit for each seller was $0.

Copy I
criod firm orice offered sold profit
55* $ 0. $ 0.

0.47

0.30 i ,ii!i!!iimmiJ1um;jiiiJlJ""iW !l#i:;:lmi

0.40

Copy 2
criod firm offered sold profit

$ 0.2999 $ 0. 1992

2999 1992

299 192
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299 192

0.24

'.30

0.32

0.37 0.55

0.55
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0.46

0.35
0.40
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Copy 3

eriod firm y o ffere v so

$ 0.303 $ 0.233
305
305 255
307
308

308

305 255

3085
306 266
309 299
3091
3095 3045
3099
315

308899+3099
318
316
3197 397
3199
325
3199 399

0.33 .12
liili!ml4i!lijiiiJ!iW)W;ilJlJlJ iRi4ii*"iI;

0.32 0.40

3199 399
329 0.461

3298 0.4682
3395

0.40
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0.5472
0.515

0.40 0.40

Copy 4

eriod firm offered sold Drofit
$ 0. $ 0.40

0.32 0.40

0.40

0.40

0.31
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0.40

0.32

0.30
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0.31

0.47
0.33 0.35

0.32

0.34 0.36
'c7

0.40

0.33 0.32
0.33

0.35

Copy 5
criod firm price offered sold profit

$ 0. $ 0.
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0.47

0.48

0.30
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0.41

0.45

2s1rs;mto;d;08 -- a=4 , b=.4 (M=$0.46, PC=$0.40); 2 sellers
cost for first unit for each seller was $0.

Copy I
q tv sold
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. I

$ 0.40

0.45

Copy 2
eriod firm atv o v so profit
32' $ 0. $ 0.

0.46
0.47

0.51

0.46
0.46
0.42
0.42

Copy 3
eriod firm orice offercd sold profit
37' $ 0.47 $ 0.

0.47
0.47
0.47
0.48
0.47
0.47
0.48
0.48
0.47

. .
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0.47

Copy 4
eriod firm price offered sold profit

$ 0.43 $ 0.46

0.43
0.49
0.419
0.43
0.415
0.42
0.42
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Copy 5
firm v o atv so

114 $ 0.44 $ 0.

0.43
113 0.43

0.43
112 0.43 0.52

0.43 0.55
III 0.52

0.43 0.55
110 0.43

0.43
109 0.43

0.43
108 0.44

0.43
107 0.43

0.44
106 0.44

0.43
105 0.44

100 0.44
0.43
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.44
0.44 mll!m4ilm!iilJiJiiiWilW liii8ii
0.45
0.45 0.55
0.45
0.45
0.45

0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45 0.55
0.45
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1.04
1.05
1.03
1.01
1.02
1.03
1.09
1.02
1.02
1.04
1.05
1.02

problem -- no data entcred for firm 1
problem n no data entered for firm 2
problem n no data entered for firm 3
1.0
1.00
1.0J9
1.03

045

1. 0

problem -- no data entered for firm I
problem -- no data entered for firm 2
problem -- no data entered for firm 3

1.05
1.0
1.045 0.45

J 5 1.005 025
1.005
1.02
1.0
1.00
1.0025
1.05
1.05
1.02
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1.01
1.5
1.5
1.01
1.01
1.24
1.02
1.4
1.4
1.03 0.33
1.05
1.5
1.02
1.25
1.5 00 

1.02
1.07
1.01
1.10
1.05 0.50
1.1

Copy 3
eriod firm prrce offered sold profit

1.095 $ 0.

1.45
1.05
1.0 0.40
1.45

. '

WiIWWJ!ii!il#iJii ,*iiiiJ
1. 0

1.01
1.45

999
1.00

1.00
1.00
1. 0

1.0
1.00
1.09
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9 0.o 0.o 0.I 0.o 0.
1.00o 0.o 0.

II 0.10 0.44o 0.o 0.1.00 12 9 0.1.05 12 0 0.1.00 2 0.
problem -- no data entered for firm I
problem -- no data entered for firm 2
problem -- no data entered for firm 31.0 12 9 0.1.45 12 0 0.1.50 0 0.1.04 12 0 0.1.00 12 1 I 0.00 12 0 0.00 0 0.1.45 12 0 0.1.01 12 11 0.
problem -. no data entered for firm I
problem -. no data entered for firm 2
problem -- no data entered for firm 31.0 12 0.401.45 12 0 0.1.0 12 5 0.1.0:; 12 0 0.1.40 12 0 0.
1.0 I 12 II 0.1.03 12 0 0.1.04 12 0 0.1.01 12 II 0.1.24 12 0 0.1.8 12 0 0.1.0 10 9 0.
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Copy 4
eriod firm off
71. $ 1.23 0.46

1.3 0.46
1.23 0.46
1.3 0.46
1.23 0.46
1.3 0.46
1.23 1.8
1.8
1.28
1.3 0.46
1.3 0.46
1.3 0.46
1.5

. 1.5
1.5
1.23 0.46
1.23 0.46
1.3 0.46
1.23
1.0 1.40
1.23
1.0
1.0
1.4 1.2
1.0
1.5
1.05

IiWi(l1illiiiliiJliilii!i/iiJi**iliiiWi-"$1.0 0.40
1.0 0.40
1.0
1.5
1.5 0.45
1.5 0.45
1.5
1.8
1.5
1.05
1. 0

1.0
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:opy S

I o atv so

$ 0.40

0.40

1.26

I.D
1.0 1.40
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.20 0.40
1.20 0.40
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0 0.40
1.0 0.40
1.0
1.4 1.44
1.5
1.25
1.0

ibViI1'D" JiIJ* .J,. II. FI
1.0
1.0
1.6
1.25
1.25
1.5
1.5
1.25 1.5
1.30
1.0
1.0
1.25
1.0 1.40
1.5
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1.5
1.00
1.0
1.5
1.09
1.5
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.899 1.293
1.0
1.0 0.40
1.20 0.40
1.0
1.0 0.40
1.0 0.40
1.0
1.13 1.04
1.0
1.20
1.0
1.999 1.993
1.0
1.0 0.40
1.0 0.40
1.20 I !lImiiWWliiiiiJi1iiJ IJWii#iiii'1.0 0.40
1.0 0.40
1.0
1.0
1.999 1.993
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.0
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1.4 1.2
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1.20

0.44

1.28

1.20
1.9 1.3
1.20
1.08
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.09
1.20

3slrs;mto;d;03 -- , b=

cost for first unit for each

information provided

(M=$0. , PC=$0.50); 3 sellers;
seller was $0.45; market demand

Deriod firm72 
Copy I -- experienced

atv offered atv sold$ 0.57 12 56 12 58 0.59 12 60 12 59 60 12 60 12 60 60 12 60 12 58 

Drofit
$ 0.

0.59

0.41

0.32
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. 5 0.40

0.50

...
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0.54
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0.30

Copy 2 -- experienced
eriod firm DriCe v o ffered v so

32. $ 0. $ 0.

0.41
0.41

ilh(lijlj!l1.n r.. .:.1l.-

3slrs;mto;d;04 -- a=l (M=$0. , PC=$0.50); 3 sellers

Deriod firm70. 
Copy I -. experienced

atv offered atv sold
$ 0.62 12 62 12 62 12 

Drofit
$ 0.

0.36
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0.48

0.55

0.33

1.08

0.30

mIiWiiti!i!iiiii1W)jfiJ!ilJiiii84iYii
0.32

0.44

Copy 2
eriod firm offered v sold
29" $ 0.

$ 0.
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Copy 3

firm atv o v so

101 $ 0.511 $ 0. 121

0.539
599

100 9.49
589

0.56
9.49

9.49
501 011

0.58
501 011

I!. .!U JU "QI 0.501 011
532
538

9.49

549 0.49
9.4

519 209
9.49

539 195

539 234
9.49
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0.501 011

568

538 0.418
9.49

539
528 308

0.58
0.55 0.50

579
0.59

518 198

0.40

0.53
0.53

599
589 801

imi!4il 1;;iiiJiWWiiJiiP)iJIIJi i#liii'i'if0.55
501 01 I
529

0.501 011
0.55 00.
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0.54

4slrs;mto;d;Ol (M40. PC=$0. 50); sellers;
cost for first unit for each seller was $0.45

Copy I
eriod firm v o ffered sold profit
73' $ 0. $ 0.

0.58

0.58

- .

17. TM'

0.58

", ~~~ - . .. 
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0.21

0.58

0.54
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100
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1.011
1.009
1.0 I 7 5

1.02
1.027
1.027
1.75
1.059
1.045
1.048
1.04
1.068
1.007
1.059

13.460736
1.01
1.01
1.068
1.012346
1.02
1.0
1.024
1.023457
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=$ 1.2, PC=$1.00); 4 sellers;
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$ 0.

000010+

000004+
000005+
055

0.40

077
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1.0498
1.0
1.047
1.04321 388889+
1.087
1. 0

1.10
083 581

1.0
1.20
1.0
1.087 609
1.03 J2 .
1.12
1.12
1.06
1.02
1.017 187

069
1.02000 I
1.0
1.035

026
023

1.04 0.40
1. a

1.069
1.0699
1.04 0.40

mt!liiI!iHi i!WlIWi1J#I! l#liWi!ii1.0
1.088
1. a

1. a

1.10
1.0
1.65
1.087
1.087
1.025
1.087
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problem -- no data entered fOI firm 1

problem ::: no data entered for firm 2
problem n no data entered for firm 3
problem n no data entered for firm 4
problem n no data entered for firm I
problem -- no data entered for firm 2
problem -" no data entered for firm 3
problem n no data entered for firm 4
problem n no data entered for firm I
problem n no data entered for firm 2
problem n no data entered for firm 3
problem -- no data entered for firm 41.00 12 5 0.1.09 12 0 0.1.079 12 0 0.1.00 12 6 0.1.07 12 8 0.1.0 12 1.0 12 0 0.1.08 12 0 0.1.09 12 0 0.1.0 12 0 0.1.0 12 0 0.1.04 12 10 0.40
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Copy 2
eri firm off red v s

$ 1.01 $ 0.
1.111111
1.0055 0605
1.08
1.01
1.0 I
1.009 099
1.01
1.01
1. 0

1.01
1.01
1.00

008
1.005
1.01
1.0!
1.009 099
1.01
1.01
1.01

1.01
1.01
1.01

llil4'IIJ"" lJiWU'" ' liiJ Wi;I!if f
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1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.05
l.0!
l.0!
l.01
l.05
l.Ol
1.00
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1.01
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.0
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1.00
1.04
1.05
1.05
1.00
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1.05
1.05
1.05
1.01
1.01
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1.05
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1.0
1. 0

1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.04
1.03
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.02
1.5
1.05
1.00
1.01
1.10
1. 0

1.08
1.03
1.05
1.05
1.01
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